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PREFACE 
This dissertation entitled "Optimum Stratification" is submitted to the 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India, for the partial fulfilment of 
the degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. It embodies literature 
survey work carried out by me in the Department of Statistics and 
Operations Research, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
In this dissertation the problem of stratification is studied under different 
situations. Apart from the classical approaches some recent works using 
mathematical programming to solve the problem of stratification are also 
disscussed. 
This dissertation consists of four chapters. 
Chapter 1 deals with the basic ideas of sampling theory and 
Mathematical Programming. It describes the basic concepts and results, 
that are relevant to the later chapters. 
Chapter 2 deals with the problem of optimum stratification. For stratified 
sampling to be efficient the strata should be internally homogenous as far 
as possible, with respect to the study variable. In order to achieve this 
goal the stratum boundaries are so chosen that the stratum variances are 
as small as possible. Keeping this in mind many researchers have tackled 
this problem. The concerned literature is surveyed and some results have 
been discussed in detail in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 deals with the problem of stratification as a mathematical 
programming problem. The problem of finding the Optimum Strata 
Boundaries (OSB) has been formulated as a Mathematical programming 
problem (MPP) such that the variance of the estimated population 
parameter is minimum under Neyman allocation subject to the constraint 
that the sum of the widths of the strata is equal to the range of the 
stratification variable. The formulated MPP is then considered as a 
multistage decision problem which could be solved by Dynamic 
Programming Technique. 
Chapter 4 deals with the application of dynamic programming technique 
when the stratification variable follows some specialized distributions. 
Optimum Strata Boundaries (OSB) are obtained through Optimum Strata 
Widths (OSW) for Rectangular, Right-Triangular, Exponential and Log-
Normal distributions of stratification variables. 
A comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabefical order is also 
provided at the end of this dissertation. 
CHAPTER -I 
INTRODUCTION 
I.l SAMPLING: 
Sampling is the manner or scheme through which the required numbers of 
units are selected in a sample from a population. The purpose of sampling is 
to as collect maximum information about the population under consideration 
at minimum cost, time and man power. Sampling is also the science and art 
of controlling and measuring reliability of useful statistical information 
through the theory of probability. 
1.2 CENSUS: 
The process of obtaining information about a population by enumerating 
each and every unit of the population is called census or complete 
enumeration. Usually census is carried out to collect information about 
births, deaths, occupations, social and economic conditions of the people of 
the country at a given point of time. Almost in all the world population 
census is conducted at regular intervals of time, usually ten years. 
1.3 CENSUS VERSUS SAMPLING: 
In census, each and every unit of the population is studied but in sampling 
only a selected number of units are studied. The results in census are based 
on all units whereas, in sampling the results are based on the data of these 
units (selected numbers) are supposed to yield information about the whole 
population. The cost of covering all units would be greater than that of 
covering only a sample fraction, so the sample surveys will usually be less 
costly than census. 
The results from a carefully planned and well executed sample surveys are 
expected to be more accurate than those from a complete census. 
In general we have the following advantages of sampling over census. 
1 - Reduced cost 
2- Reduced time 
3- Administrative convenience 
4- Greater speed 
5- Greater scopes 
6- Sampling is more scientific because it is based on sound statistical 
theory. 
Apart from the above advantages sampling has some disadvantages also as 
given below: 
1. If the sample surveys are not carefully planned and executed, 
inaccurate and misleading results can appear. 
2. Sample surveys need highly trained peronells and sophisticated 
instruments. In absence of these facilities, the results may not be 
reliable. 
3. A sample must be a true representative of the population. If the sample 
is not properly selected or the sample size is inadequate it may fail to 
show the characteristics of the population. 
4. A sample survey can not provide information about individual units. 
5. All sampling results are subjected to some error, called sampling error. 
However, using statistical theory we can have an estimate of this error. 
1.4 SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING WITH REPLACEMENT: 
A simple sample is drawn unit by unit. In simple random sampling with 
replacement (SRSWR) the selected unit is replaced in the population before 
the next draw, so that all the population units are available for selection at 
every draw. In SRSWR the same unit of the population may be included 
more than once in the sample. There are A'^ '^  possible samples of size wouts 
of a population of size A^  and each of the N^ samples have an the equal 
probability — o f being selected. 
1.5 SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING WITHOUT REPLACEMENT: 
Suppose the population consist of N units, then in simple random sampling 
without replacement (SRSWOR) the units are drawn one by one in such a 
way that a unit drawn at a time is not returned to the population before the 
next draw is made. This process is repeated n times. The same unit of the 
population cannot occur more than once in the sample. The possible number 
of distinct samples of a fixed size n is ^ and each sample has an equal 
Cyi 
probability of being selected. 
Nc 
1.6 STRATIFIED SAMPLING: 
STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING: 
The precision of an estimator of the population parameters depends on the 
size of the sample and the variability or heterogeneity among the units of the 
population. If the population is very heterogeneous and considerations of the 
cost limit the size of the sample, it may be found impossible to get a 
sufficiently precise estimate by taking a simple random sample from the 
entire population. The solution of this problem lies in Stratified Sampling 
Design. In Stratified Sampling the population of size N is divided into L 
non-overlapping and exhaustive groups called Strata. Each of which is 
relatively more homogeneous as compared to the population as a whole. 
Independent simple random samples of predetermined sizes from each 
stratum are drawn and the required estimators of the population parameters 
are constructed. 
1.6.1 PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR STRATIFICATION: 
1) To gain in precision, we may divide a heterogeneous population into 
strata in such a way that each stratum is internally as homogeneous as 
possible. 
2) For administrative convenience in organizing and supervising the field 
work. Stratified sampling is best suited. 
3) To obtain separate estimates for some part of the population. 
4) We can accommodate different sampling plans in different strata. 
5) We can have data of known precision for certain sub divisions, consisting 
of one or more strata and each sub division is treated as a separate 
population. 
6) Sampling problems may differ markedly in different parts of the 
population. With the human populations, people living in institutions like 
hotels, hospitals etc. are often placed in a different stratum from people 
living in ordinary homes because a different approach to the sampling is 
appropriate for the two situations. 
1.6.2 SOME RESULTS IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING: 
NOTATIONS: 
Let A'^ , be the population size. 
n, be the sample size. 
th In h stratum 
let N^, be the stratum size. 
^ / j , be the sample size. 
//j = —^, be the sampling fraction. 
Nu 
Wu = — - , be the stratum weight. 
^ , . ; j = \^2,---,Nfj, be the value of the characteristic under study for 
the / ^ unit. 
1 '^h 
F/j = — ^ y^j , be the stratum mean. 
y^= — y]yhi ? be the sample mean. 
Nl, 7 1 - 7 
5*^  = Y{yhj - T/j) , be the variance in the stratum. 
s, V{yjjj - ypi) 5 be the sample variance. 
Further let 
L N^^ L _ 
y = ^^yhj - ^ ^ h^h ^ be the population total. 
h=\j=\ h=\ 
_ I L N,, Y I L __ L 
^^^ ^=l^J^llyhj=^ = ir.T^hh = T.^hh^ be the population 
^ h=\j=\ ^ ^ h=\ h=l 
mean. 
Let the aim of the sample survey is to estimate the population mean Y. 
Define J^ ^^ , the stratified sample mean as 
L 
yst = YJ^hyh 
h=\ 
Since the sampling is simple random sampling within each stratum, yj^ is 
an unbiased estimator of F/, because 
L L _ _ 
E{yst)=YWhE{yh)=YWhYh=Y 
h=\ h^\ 
L 
k\soV{y,t)-V{YWhyh) 
h=\ 
L 
Y.n 
h=i 
J l_ \ 7 
S^ (using result of SRS) 
^ ( \ 1 ^ I —- — ^ l^l 
Lf.r....^W^sl 
h=\ rih 
1(1-/) "* 
h=\ ^h 
The three main problems arising in using the stratified sampling are-
(1) Determining the optimum number of strata 
(2) Determining the optimum stratum boundaries 
(3) Determining the optimum size of the sample to be selected from every 
stratum (the allocation problem) 
Before constructing the strata the sampler has to decide about the numbers of 
strata (L) considering the following points. 
(i) At the rate does the variance of the estimate decreases as L increases? 
(ii) How the cost of the survey is affected by an increase in the number of 
strata. 
Usually an auxiliary variable which is highly correlated with the main study 
variable is used to estimate the number of strata. Cochran (1977) showed 
that if the correlation between the main and auxiliary variables is less than 
.95 little reduction in the variance of the estimate is expected fovL > 6. 
1.6.3 THE PROBLEM OF STRATIFICATION: 
Once the number of strata L is fixed one needs the (L -1) cut off points of 
the distribution of the main variable x itself to construct L strata. In this 
dissertation the problem of determining the strata boundaries is discussed in 
detail. When a single characteristic is under study and its frequency 
distribution is known it can be used for determining the strata boundaries. 
Dalenius and Gumey (1951), Mahalanobis (1952), Hansen Hurwitz and 
Madow(1953), Aoyama(1954),Dalenius and Hodges(1959), Durbin(1959), 
Ekman(1959), Sethi(1963), Murthy(1967) and several other authors used the 
frequency distribution of the main study variable x for determining the 
strata boundaries under various allocation of the sample sizes. 
Dalenius (1957) worked out the best approximate stratum boundaries under 
Neyman Allocation. 
1.6.4 THE ALLOCATION PROBLEM: 
After fixing the number of strata and their boundaries the sampler has to 
decide about the size of the sample to be drawn from each stratum. This 
problem is known as "The problem of allocation" in sampling literature. The 
sample sizes may be worked out to minimize the variance of the estimate for 
a fixed cost or to minimize the cost for a fixed variance. 
Both the problem can be formulated as below 
(a) For fixed cost we have to: 
Minimize Viy,,) = J " ^ - ^ " 1 - 7 7 ^ 
h=l ^h h^\ ^h 
Subject to C = CQ + ^c/^w/j 
and N^>njj>l 
where CQ denote the overhead cost and cj^ denote the per unit measurement 
th 
cost m the h stratum. 
(b) For fixed variance we have to: 
Minimize CQ =^'^cj^n^ 
Subject to 2 : ^ ^ - X ^ ^ ^ < v 
and N^>n^>\ 
where CQ =C-CQ =^C}jn}^ and v is the preassigned limit for V{ygf). 
Using Cauchy's inequality the solution of both the problem can be obtained 
as 
10 
The value of total sample size n(='^nfj) for fixed cost and for fixed 
precision are given by 
n Yj^hSh^^^h 
^^^ ^^jYWhSh^h)(LWhShi^) 
respectively. 
where V is fixed according to the required precision. 
1.7 CLUSTER SAMPLING: 
In random sampling, we suppose that the population has been divided into a 
finite number of distinct and identifiable units called the sampling units. The 
smallest units into which the population can be divided are called the 
elements of the population, and a group of such elements is known as a 
cluster. The specified numbers of clusters obtain by a simple rule, the 
number of elements in a cluster should be small and the number of clusters 
should be large. A simple random of clusters is then obtained by the method 
of simple random sampling, with sampling unit as a cluster. This procedure 
of sampling is called cluster sampling. 
11 
There are two main reasons for using cluster sampling. 
(1) Usually a complete list of the population units (sampling frame) is not 
available and therefore their use as sampling units is not possible. 
(2) Even when a complete list (sampling frame) is available economic 
consideration compel us to take a larger sampling unit. For a given size of 
the sample, usually smaller sampling units give more precise results as 
compared to larger sampling units, but greater cost is involved in locating 
and approaching smaller units to measure them. 
1.8 TWO STAGE SAMPLING: 
In two stage sampling (also called sub-sampling) first the population units 
(called second stage units (ssu)) are grouped together to form first stage units 
(fsu). At the first stage an SRS of fsu is selected then at the second stage of 
sampling SRS of required number of ssu are selected to construct the 
estimator of the unknown population parameters. 
This procedure can be generalized for three or more stages and is termed as 
multistage sampling. 
12 
1.9 THE GENERAL MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM (MPP): 
Mathematical programming is concerned with finding optimal solutions to 
the problems of decision making under limited resources to meet the desired 
objectives. 
The mathematical model of an MPP may be given as 
Maximize (or Minimize) z = f{x) 
Subject to g/(x)[<,=,>] bjii = 1,2,...,m 
and X > 0 
where x =(x\,X2,..;Xjj) is an n component vector of decision variables. 
/(x) and gj{x) are functions of X|,X2v5'^n5 bi,i = \,l,...,m are known 
constants. 
Furthermore one and only one of the signs [<,=,>] holds for each 
constraint. 
LIO MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES: 
Depending upon the nature of objective fiinction / (x ) and the constraints 
functions g/(x) and other restrictions on the decision variable, the MPP may 
be classified into two main classes. 
(l)Linear Programming Problem(LPP) 
(2) Non-Linear Programming Problem(NLPP) 
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If all the involved functions are linear the MPP is said be a linear 
programming problem (LPP), otherwise it will fall in the category of non-
linear programming (NLPP). In other word in non-linear programming all 
the involved functions are not linear. 
1.11 LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS: 
Linear programming problems involving two decision variables can easily 
be solved by the graphical method. The method also provides an insight into 
the concepts of simplex method, a powerful technique to solve the linear 
programming problems. 
1.11.1 THE SIMPLEX COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE: 
The stepwise algorithm of Simplex Method is given below: 
Step 1: Convert the given LPP in the standard form "Minimize Z^c^x^ , s.t 
v4x = ^ & x > 0 " . Where A is of size my.n. 
Step 2: Select any m columns of A to form a square sub-matrix B oi A 
such that 
Step3: Compute 5"^ andthen5 ^h.MB ^6<0. 
Discard this B and go back to step 2. If no B is available with |5| ^ 0 & 
14 
5~^^>0,STOP, the given LPP has no solution. Otherwise go to step 4 with 
B~h>0. 
-1, n-1 -1 Step 4: Compute c^B b, B A and zj -Cj =cj^B a:-Cj where 
c^ is the vector of the coefficient of basic variables in the objective function 
z = c_x. The basic variables are those whose corresponding columns are 
selected in B. 
Step 5: Set up the starting simplex tableau as: 
Tableau '0' 
Row 
no. 
1 
• 
• 
r 
m 
m + \ 
XB 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Xg 
^B 
CB, 
• 
• 
CB, 
• 
• 
^B 
• • • • 
RHS 
B~h=b_ 
z = 
Cj, . . . , Cj,..., Cj^,..., Cj^ 
A | , . . . , X j , . . . , Xj^ ? • • • J Xjj 
B-'A 
Z] - q Zj - Cj zt - cj z„ - z„ 
where xg isthe vector of basic variables. 
LetZj^-cj^=Maximum{zj-Cj}. If Zj^-Cj^<0, STOP, The current 
solution is optimum. Otherwise go to step 6. 
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Step 6: Let y, denote the k^ column of B~ A, then y, =8" aj^. If 
j ^ , <0 , STOP, the given LPP has an unbounded solution. Otherwise go to 
step 7. 
Step 7: Determine Xj^ as follows: 
—^ = Minimum' 
yrk i 
—iyik>^ 
yytk 
Where by is the r - th component of5 k-b_. 
In the improved solution x^ will become non-basic and xj^ will become 
basic in its place. Update the simplex tableau and go to step 5, repeat steps 5 
to 7 until an 'STOP' indication is reached. 
Updating: 
i) Divide r row by yj.]^ to update it. 
ii) For / = 1,2,..., m and / ^ r update the / row by adding ' - yij^' times the 
updated r row. 
iii) Update the last row, the {m +1)^ row, by adding ' - (2^ - c^)' times the 
updated r^ row. 
16 
Notes: 
1) If no B with \B\ ^ 0 and B~ b>0, can be obtained (see steps 2 & 3) 
the given LPP has no solution. 
2) When at step 2B-If^ the computations to set up Tableau '0' 
simplifies to a great extent because: 
B~^=I^ and if 5"^^ = ^ > 0, we have 
' —1 ' —1 ' 
c_gB b = c_j^b , B A = A , Zj-Cj=CBaj-Cj 
' —1 ' —1 
Z = CBB b-cBb and y^-B ^^j. = a^ at step 6. 
Furthennore, if at the starting stage all the basic variables are slack or 
surplus variables we have Cg =0 and the computations are further 
simplified as 
—1 ' —1 
c^j^B b = 0 , zj -cJ-CBB aj-Cj=-Cj 
and z = c^B^'^b = 0 
When a readymade identity basis is not available we may use any of the 
following two methods to solve the LPP. 
i) Two phase method (ii) Artificial basis technique (Big-M method) 
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1.12 TWO PHASE SIMPLEX METHOD: 
Convert the given problem in standard form 
Minimize z = c x 
s.t Ax = b 
& x > 0 
If any m columns of the mxn coefficient matrix A can be arranged to form 
an m X m identity matrix apply simplex method directly. Otherwise go to the 
phase-I of the Two Phase Method. 
Phase I-
Step 1: Add artificial variables to complete the starting identity basis. Let 
Xfj+\,Xfj^2^--^^n+m ^^ ^he m artificial variables added. (We are assuming 
that no column of / ^ is available in A). 
Step 2: Solve the LP? 
Minimize S = x^+i + x„+2 + - + ^n+m 
Subject to ^x + /x^ =b 
x,x^ > 0 
Where x « = (^«+i,^«+2v-,^«+w) is the vector of artificial variables. 
If all Zj -Cj<0 but x^^O, STOP, the given LPP has no solution. 
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Otherwise go to phase II. 
Phase II: 
Solve the LPP 
Minimize z = c x 
s.t XQ+B ^NX^ =B ^b 
x>0 
where x = ,xg and x^ are the vectors of basic and non-basic 
variables in the final simplex tableau at Phase-I, step 2. We assume that all 
artificial variables are non-basic variables and are equal to zero and need not 
to be considered any more. 
The Tableau '0' of Phase II can be obtained directly from the final tableau of 
Phase I as follows: 
i) Delete the columns corresponding to the artificial variables. 
ii) Insert original costs c j at their proper places. 
iii) Re-compute the last row elements that is, the value of the objecfive 
function and the ^ j-c j elements using their usual formula. 
19 
After preparing the Tableau '0' of Phase-II if all Zj-Cj <0 , STOP, the 
present solution is the required optimal solution. Otherwise prepare the next 
tableau as usual. 
1.13 THE ARTIFICIAL BASIS TECHNIQUE (BIG-M METHOD): 
In solving an LP? by Simplex Method if after converting the given LPP in 
standard form if the coefficient matrix A does not contain an mxm identity 
matrix that can be used as the starting basis matrix then we have to compute 
the inverse of the selected basis matrix B. 
The computation of B~ may be avoided by using an artificial identity basis 
matrix by introducing the required number of artificial variables in the 
constraint equations. This technique is known as the artificial basis technique 
or Big-M Method because in the objective function the artificial variables 
are added with a coefficient of '+M' for a minimization LPP and with a 
coefficient of '-M' for a maximization LPP, where M is a large positive 
number. The LPP with artificial variables is called the 'Augmented LPP'. 
The 'Augmented LPP' has a coefficient matrix that contains an identity 
matrix that can be used as the starting basis to solve the 'Augmented LPP'. 
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When the simplex method is applied to the 'Augmented LPP' the following 
situations may arise. The conclusion in each situation is shown in the 
diagram below: 
Solve the augmented 
LPP by Simplex 
Method for a large 
positive M 
Augmented LPP has a 
finite optimum 
solution 
Augmented LPP is 
unbounded 
All artificial variables are 
zero: The original LPP is 
solved 
All artificial variables are 
not zero: original LPP has 
no solution 
All artificial variables are 
zero: original LPP is 
unbounded 
1.14 INTRODUCTION OF NLPP: 
As discussed earlier any LPP can be solved by simplex method or its 
variations. The optimum solution lies at one of the extreme points of the 
convex feasible region .But in a non-linear programming problem (NLPP), 
The optimum solution can be found any where on the boundary of the 
feasible region or in its interior. 
All LPP can be solved by using simplex method. Unlike to LPP there is no 
single technique that can solve every NLPP. Special techniques are 
21 
developed by exploiting the specific nature of the objective function, 
constraints and other 
restriction on the decision variables. 
NLPP may be classified in the following classes; 
1 - Quadratic programming 
2-Geometric programming 
3- Stochastic programming 
4- Integer programming 
5-Dynamic programming 
6-Seperable programming etc. etc. 
It is to be noted that all the above classes of MPP s are not disjoint and 
exhaustive .The details of all these programming techniques are beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. However some of the techniques that are used in 
the subsequent chapters are discussed in some details. 
1.15 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE: 
The basic features which characterize the problems that can be handled by 
dynamic features may be described as follows. 
1-The problem can be divided up into stages, with a policy decision required 
at each stage. 
2- Each stage has a number of states associated with it. 
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3-The effect of the poHcy decision at each stage is to transfonn the current 
state into a state associated with the next stage. 
4-Given the current state, an optimal poHcy for the remaining stages is 
independent of the policy adopted in previous stage. 
5-The solution procedure is designed to find an optimal policy for the over 
all problem that is a prescription of the optimal policy decision at each 
stage for each of the possible states. 
6-The solution procedure begins by finding the optimal policy for each state 
of the last stage. 
7-A recursive relationship that identifies the optimal policy for stage n, given 
the optimal policy for stage (n +1) is available. This recursive relationship 
will always be of the form 
f*{s) = max/mm{f^is,Xn)} 
Therefore, finding the optimal policy decision when starting in state s at 
stage n requires finding the minimizing (or maximizing) value of x^.The 
corresponding minimum cost (or maximum profit) is achieved by using this 
value of x„ and then following the optimal policy when starting in state x„ 
at stage (n + l). 
The recursive relationship is given its name because it keeps recurring as. 
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We move backward stage by stage. When the current stage number n is 
decreased by one, the new /„(5„) function is derived by using 
the /„+] (5„_,_j) function that was just derived during the preceding iteration, 
and then this process keeps repeating. This property is emphasized in our 
next (and final) characteristic of dynamic programming. The precise form of 
the recursive relationship differs somewhat among differences dynamic 
programming problems. However, notation analogous to that introduced in 
the preceding section will continue to be used here, as summarized below. 
N = number of stages 
n = label for current stage {n = 1,2,...,N) 
Syi = current state for stage n 
x„ - decision variable for stage n 
Xyi = optimal value of x„ (given 5„) 
fni^n'^n)~ contribution of stages n,n + l,...,N to the objective function if 
the system starts in state 5„ at stage n, the intermediate decision is x„ , and 
optimal decisions are made there after. 
8. When we use this recursive relationship. The solution procedure moves 
Back-ward stage by stage-each time finding the optimal policy for stage-
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until it finds the optimal policy at the initial stage. When this table is finally 
obtained for the initial stage (« = 1), the problem of interest is solved. 
* Because the initial state is known, the initial decision is specified by xi in 
this table. The optimal value of the other decision variables is then specified 
by the other tables in turn according to the state of the system that results 
from the preceding decisions. 
1.16 NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM (NLPP) AND 
KUHN- TUCKER (K-T) CONDITIONS: 
An MP? in which all the involved functions are not linear is called a NLPP. 
In other words an MPP in which at least one of the involved functions is 
non-linear is called an NLPP. The following form of the NLPP is taken as 
the standard form for further discussions. 
Maximize f{x) 
Subjectto g / (x )>0 , (/ = l,2,...,m)_ 
and X > 0 
where x is the vector of decision variables xi,X2,...,x^. If the original 
problem is not in standard form it can be easily transformed into it by simple 
algebraic operations. 
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Feasible solutions: 
An n-component vector x is called a feasible solution to NLPP if it satisfies 
giix)>0, i = l,2,...,m and x > 0 . The set F of all feasible solutions to the 
NLPP is defined as: 
F = {x\gi(x)>0;i = l,2,-,m;x>q}. 
Optimal solution: 
* * 
An X eF will be an optimal solution to the NLPP if f{x ) > f{x) for all 
XEF. Kuhn and Tucker derived the following necessary conditions to be 
satisfied by the optimal solution x of an NLPP of size mxn. 
Let X be an optimal solution to the NLPP 
Maximize / (x ) 
Subjectto g / (x )>0 , i = l,2,...,m 
and x > 0 
Where the functions ' / ' and 'g/' ; i = l,2,...,m are differentiable. Assume 
that the constraint qualification holds. Then there exists a vector u such that 
Vx^(x*,M*)<0 (i) 
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* * * 
X V;^^(x ,M ) = 0 (ii) 
* * 
vj{x ,u)>q (iii) 
* * * 
w yu(/f(x ,u ) = 0 (iv) 
X >0 (v) 
and 
* 
u >q (vi) 
Where 
m 
7 - 1 
and 
Vx and VM represent the gradient vector of (/>{x,u) with respect to the 
components of x and u respectively. 
Sufficiency of k-t conditions: 
For NLPP's where / (x ) is pseudo concave and gi{x);i-1,2,...,m are quasi 
concave the above conditions are sufficient also. As a result, in such cases if 
we are able to find an x satisfying all the K-T conditions then x will be 
the required optimal solution of the given NLPP. 
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1.17 MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES IN 
SAMPLING: 
Sampling, which is the selection of 'part' (sample) of an aggregate to 
represents the 'whole' (population), is used frequently in surveys almost in 
every walk of life. The purpose of sample survey is to obtain information 
about the population which is defined according to the aims and objectives 
of the survey. The information on population is based on sample data, size of 
sample, the sampling scheme, number of strata and stratum boundaries etc. 
these decisions are very important. For example, the decision regarding the 
size of sample to be selected is important because too large sample implies 
waste of resources and too small sample diminishes the utility of the results 
obtained. Therefore, the problem of deriving the statistical information on 
population characteristics can be formulated as an optimization problem of 
minimizing the cost of survey subject to the restriction that the loss of 
precision must be within a certain prescribed limit or alternately minimizing 
the loss in precision subject to the restriction that the cost of the survey 
remain within the given budget. 
Noted statistician C. R. Rao in the preface to Arthanari and Hodges (1981) 
advocated the use of Mathematical Programming Techniques in the problem 
of optimization arising in statistics in the following words. 
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"All statistical procedures are, in the ultimate analysis, solutions to suitably 
formulated optimization problems. Whether it is designing a scientific 
experiment, or planning a large scale survey for collection of data, or 
choosing a stochastic model to characterize observed data, or drawing 
inference from available data, such as estimation, testing of hypothesis, and 
decision making, one has to choose an objective function and minimize or 
maximize it subject to given constraints on unknown parameters and inputs 
such as the costs involved. The classical optimization methods based on the 
differential calculus are too restrictive, and are either inapplicable or difficult 
to apply in many situations that arise in statistical work. This together with 
the lack of suitable numerical algorithms for solving optimizing equations 
has placed severe limitation on the choice of objective functions and 
constraints and led to the development and use of some inefficient statistical 
procedures. 
Attempts have therefore been made during the last three decades to find 
other optimization techniques that have wider applicability and can be easily 
implemented with the available computing power. One such technique that 
has the potential for increasing the scope for application of efficient 
statistical methodology is "Mathematical Programming". 
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CHAPTER-II 
OPTIMUM STRATIFICATION: THE CLASSICAL 
APPROACH 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: 
After deciding the number of strata the sampler has to fix the strata 
boundaries. If the frequency distribution of the main variable y under 
study is known then the best criterion for stratification is the frequency 
distribution of y itself If the frequency distribution of y is not know 
some other auxiliary variable x, highly correlated with y, and whose 
frequency distribution is known may be used to determine optimum 
strata boundaries(OSB). This variable x is known as the stratification 
variable. 
2.2 AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING 
THE OSB: 
The basic consideration involved in the determination of OSB is that 
the strata should be internally as homogenous as possible, that is, the 
stratum variances a^ should be as small as possible. When a single 
characteristic ^'is under study and its frequency distribution is 
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available, the OSB can be determined by cutting the range of this 
distribution at suitable points. The problem of determining the OSB 
was first discussed by Dalenius (1950) when the study variable itself 
is used as stratification variable. He presented a set of minimal 
equations whose solution could provide the OSB. Unfortunately these 
equations could not usually be solved because of their implicit nature. 
Attempts have been made by several authors to obtain the OSB using 
various methods. Given the number of strata, Dalenius and Gumey 
(1951) suggested that the strata boundaries should be determined such 
that the products W^crj^ remain constant. Mahalanobis (1952) and 
Hansen, et al. (1953) have suggested that the strata boundaries should 
be determined such that WfjjU}^ remain constant, where ///j is the 
th 
Stratum mean of the h stratum. Aoyoma (1954) suggested an 
approximate rule and recommended to make strata of equal width. 
Ekman (1959) determined the strata boundaries with constant 
^h{yh~yh~\)- Dalenius and Hodges (1959) recommended to 
construct the equally spaced strata boundaries on the cumulative 
•sjfiy) scale, where f{y) denote the frequency function of y. Sethi 
(1963) proposed a method to work out the boundaries given by the 
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equations — = -^^^ for a standard 
continuous distribution resembling the study population. 
In a comparison on some of the classical approximate methods for 
working out OSB, the methods of Ekman, and Dalenius and Hodge 
work consistently well (see Cochran (1961), Hess,et al.(1966) and 
Murthy (1967)). But the later is more convenient and easier to apply 
(see Nicoloni (2001)). Unnithan (1978) suggested an iterative method 
using Shanno's Modified Newton method for determining the OSB 
that leads to a local minimum of the variance for Neyman allocation 
provided a suitable initial solution is chosen. The procedure is proved 
to be faster than the Dalenius and Hodges iterative procedure. Later on 
Unnithan and Nair (1995) gave a method of selecting an appropriate 
starting point for modified Newton method that may lead to a global 
minimum of the variance. 
Lavallee and Hidiroglou (1988) proposed an algorithm to construct 
stratum boundaries for a power allocated stratified sample of non-
certainty sample units. Hidiroglou and Srinath (1993) presented a 
more general form of the algorithm, which by assigning different 
values to operating parameters yields a power allocation, a Neyman 
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allocation, or a combination of these allocation. Sweet and Sigman 
(1995 a, b) and Rivest (2002) reviewed these methods and confined 
their discussion to the use of the Lavallee and Hidiroglou algorithm 
with Neymann allocation. Detlefsen and Veum (1991) investigated the 
Lavallee and Hidiroglou algorithm for several strata and observed that 
the algorithm's convergence was slow or non-existent. They also 
found that different starting points leads to different OSB for the same 
population. 
Niemiro (1999) proposed a random search method for the 
stratification problem but his algorithm did not guarantee a global 
optimum. Furthermore, it may go wrong for large populations, as it 
requires too many iterations (seeKozak (2004)). 
Nicolini (2001) suggested a method, named Natural Class Method 
(NCM), as an alternative to popular Dalenius and Hodges method but 
neither method was proved to be more efficient than other. 
Rivest (2002) and Lednicki and Wieczorkowski (2003) presented a 
method of stratification using the simplex method of Nelder and Mead 
(1965). Later Kozak (2004) presented the modified random search 
algorithm for finding OSB. Although the Kozak algorithm was faster 
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and efficient as compared to Rivest, and Lednicki and Wieczorkowski 
but does not guarantee a global optimum. 
Biihler and Deutler (1975) formulated the problem of determining 
OSB as an optimization problem and developed a computational 
technique to solve the problem using dynamic programming. This 
approach is also used by Lavallee (1987,1988) for determining the 
OSB which would divide the population domain of two stratification 
variables into distinct subsets such that the precision of the estimates 
are maximized. 
Khan, et al. (2002) considered the problem of finding OSB as an 
equivalent problem of determining Optimum Strata Width (OSW). 
The authors formulated the problem as a Mathematical Programming 
Problem (MPP). They solved the MPP using Dynamic Programming 
Technique (DPT) that gives exact solution. They applied DPT to work 
out OSB for the populations having uniform and right triangular 
distributions. Later on Khan, et al. (2005) extended their technique for 
determining the OSB for an exponential study variable and Nand, N. 
et al (2008) used the same technique for determining the OSB for log-
normal distribution. 
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2.3 THE CLASSICAL APPROACH: 
Assuming that the frequency distribution of the main variable;^ is 
known that is,j^ itself can be used as stratification variable, Dalenius 
(1957) worked out the best stratum boundaries under proportional and 
Neyman allocations. 
In this section the Dalenius (1957) approach under Neyman 
allocation 
and the 'Approximate Strata Boundaries' worked out by Dalenius and 
Hodge (1959) are discussed. 
Let L strata are to be constructed and y^ and yi be the smallest and 
largest values of y, respectively, in the population. Then the problem 
is to find L-\ stratum boundaries y\ y2^---^yL-\ such that 
f L \^ L 
V{yst) = - l^hSh -^l^hSl (2.3.1) 
'^Kh=\ J ^ h=\ 
is minimum. If f p.c is ignored, it is sufficient to minimize. 
L 
h=\ 
L 
or subsequently to minimize ^ Wj^S}^ 
h=\ 
Since yj^ appears in this sum only in the terms Wf^S^ and Wj^^iS^+i, 
we have 
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If f{y) is the frequency function of y, tlien we may express 
yh 
Wh= \mdt., 
yh-\ 
dWh_ 
=fiyh) (2.3.2) 
yh 
and WhSh^= jt^mdt-
yh-\ 
yh 
\tf{i)dt 
\yh-\ ) 
yh 
\mdt 
yh-\ 
(2.3.3) 
Differentiating (2.3.3) w.r.t. j ; / ^ , we get 
Where ju^ is the stratum mean of y in stratum h. Using (2.3.2) we may 
2 2 
add Sjj dW^/dyfj to the LHS, and the equal quantity S^f{yi^) to 
the RHS of (2.3.4) and dividing by 2 S^ ,we get: 
^Jm^.sAw,'jAjf,Jy^-^^J^'^' (2.3.5) 
dyj, dyh dy^ 2 S^ 
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Similarly we have: 
^{W^^lSh^l) J ^^y^^jyh- ^h^lf ^Sl^^l (2.3.6) 
The calculus equations for yii can now be given as: 
(;z = l,2,...L-l) (2.3.7) {yh -Mhf+Sl^ {yh - Mh+l ? + Sl^i 
(See Dalenius( 1950)). 
Unfortunately, these equations are implicit in yj^and no technique is 
available to work out their exact solution. It is because both ///j and 
Sfi depend on y^. 
If the class intervals in the original distribution of y are of unequal 
length, a slight change is needed. When the interval changes from one 
of length dto one of length ud, the value of -Jf for the second 
interval is multiplied by Vw when forming cum•^[f. 
Another method, proposed by Sethi (1963), is to work out the 
boundaries given by the calculus equations (2.3.7) for a standard 
continuous distribution resembling the study population. For the 
normal and various x distributions, Sethi has tabulated the optimum 
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boundaries for Neyman, equal, and proportional allocations fori, < 6. 
If one of these distributions seems to approximate the distribution of 
stratification variable then OSB can be read from Sethi's tables. 
Two further approximate methods require some trial and error. From 
relations 
_ 1 L L 2 ^ 2 
h=\ h^\ h=\ h=\ 
(2.3.8) 
the Dalenius-Hodges rule is roughly equivalent to making W^Sf^ 
constant, as conjectured earlier by Dalenius and Gumey (1951). A 
similar rule is that of Ekman (1959), who makes W}j{y}j-y^_\) 
constant. 
In comparisons on some theoretical and eight study populations, 
Cochran (1961) found that the cum-Jf rule and the Ekman rule 
worked consistently well (the Sethi method was not tried). In study of 
2 
United States hospital bed capacity, whose distribution resembles j 
with 1 degree of freedom, Hess, Sethi and Balakrishnan (1966) found 
the Ekman method is slightly superior to cum-^jf and Sethi's for 
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L>2, while Murthy (1967) also reports good performance by 
Ekman's rule . 
The relations (2.3.8) have an interesting consequence. If Wj^S^ is 
Yl 
constant, Neymann allocation gives a constant sample size «/j = — in 
all strata. For the approximate methods, the comparisons that have 
yi 
been made suggest that the simple rule nj^=— \s satisfactory. 
Usually the frequency distribution of y is not known. In practice, 
some other variables x is used as stratification variable such as the 
value oi y at a recent census. Dalenius (1975) developed equations 
for the boundaries of xthat minimize ^ ^/^5"y/^' given knowledge of 
the regression of _y on x. If this regression is non-linear, these 
boundaries may differ considerably from those that are optimum when 
X itself is the variable to be measured. These equations indicate that if 
the regression of y on x is linear and the correlation between y and x 
is high in all strata the two sets of boundaries should be nearly the 
same. 
Let 
y--a + l3x + e (2.3.9) 
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where E(e)=0 for all x and e, x are uncorrelated. If the variance of e 
within h stratum is denoted hy S , then the x-boundaries that 
make V{ygf) minimum satisfy the equations ( See Dalenius, (1975)). 
+ 2S^eh 
PSxhh^l'^^^lh 
2 ( \2 2 
h+\ e,h+\ 
/ ? 5 . , w J l + 52 //*2S^%,1 
(.3.10) 
2 7 2 
li S ,1P -S* , is small for all h, these equations reduce to the form 
(2.3.7) that gives optimum boundaries forx. 
2.4 APPROXIMATE OPTIMUM STRATA BOUNDARIES: 
Various authors worked out the approximate optimum strata 
boundaries. Dalenius and Hodge (1959) minimized ^W^S^ and 
obtained approximate strata boundaries assuming that f{y) is 
approximately rectangular within each stratum. 
y 
Let Z{y)^ \imdt 
ya 
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yh 
Then Wh= \mdt = fh{yh'yh-\) (2.4.1) 
yhA 
Sh=^iyh-yh-i) (2.4.2) 
yh 
and Z^-Z/j_i= \^f{t)dt = ^{yh-yh-\) (2.4.3) 
where //^  is the 'constant' value of f{y) in stratum /z. (2.4.1), 
(2.4.2), and (2.4.3) give 
^YWhSh = Y^fhiyh -yh-\)^ = S(^/. -^h-\)^ (2.4.4) 
/z=l /2=1 h=\ 
Since (Z^ - ZQ) is fixed, the LHS of (2.4.4) will be minimum by 
making (Z/^  - Z^_\) constant. 
Given/(;^), the rule is to form the cumulative sjfiy) and choose the 
yjj so that they create equal intervals on the cum ^f(y) scale. 
2.5 THE MINIMUM VARIANCE STRATIFICATION (MVS): 
Dalenius (1959) worked out the approximate strata boundaries to 
minimize the variance of the stratified sample mean. This approach is 
discussed below. 
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First approximation: 
Consider the transformation 
y{u)= \4mdt (2.5.1) 
-co 
When u ^ CO, y(u)approaches an upper bound H. The roots 
xi...x'fj... x'i_i of the following equations 
y{u) = -H, h = l...L-\ (2.5.2) 
are taken as the (first)approximations, for large L,to the points 
xj . . . x/j...xi_\ satisfying equation (2.3.7). 
Justification: 
This approximation may be derived by the following heuristic 
argument. When l i s large, the strata will be narrow, and each will 
have an approximately rectangular distribution, so that 
12<j;j =x/j -xij_i. Then, by the mean value theorem there exists a 
value f^ of / in the h stratum, such that 
^^lWh^h = l[4fhixh-^h-\)]-l[yh-yh-if (2.5.3) 
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The last sum is minimized by making yf^ - j^/j-i = constant. A 
rigorous proof has been given by Dalenius and Hodges (1959). 
Adoption to numerical calculations: 
Let density f{x) be stratified into L strata. Two consecutive strata are 
specified by x/j_i,x/j and x^+i. In order to simplify the formulas, 
we will denote these points of stratification by X}j^\ = x„,x^ = x/j and 
The interval x„, x/j corresponds to the h stratum, and x/^ , Xj to the 
i stratum. 
Define 
Ip(u)= \tPf{t)dt (2.5.4) 
- 0 0 
2 2 The conditional means///j, /// and variances a, , O"/ of the two strata 
can be expressed in terms of /„(w) as 
\tf{t)dt 
,,-'-^ J.MZ}^^ (2.5.5) 
\fit)dt 
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'^h=x, ^^ = , , , , , \-Mh (2-5.6) 
Now define 
Jph=^pixh)-^pixg) (2-5-7) 
Thus 
/iA=4^ (2.5.8) 
•JOh 
The condition given by equation (2.3.7) may now be expressed in 
terms of Jpfj and J„; as follows 
J2h - ^x^Jih + xy^ JQ^ _ J2i - 2x}jJii + Xh JQJ 0 (2.5.10) 
For simplicity, this expression may be written as 
Ah-Bh-^h=Q (2.5.11) 
The set [x/j] satisfying the thumb rule ff/^ /z/j = constant corresponds 
to MVS. If we substitute any other values, say xj^ , we will denote the 
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left and right side of equation (2.5.11) by A^ and Bj^ respectively 
and the difference by A/j . 
Second approximation: 
In general, we may not expect the set [x/j ] derived from equation 
(2.5.2) to satisfy equation (2.5.11). Thus there is need for some 
method for adjusting the initial set [x/^  ] into a set [x/j ] which then 
can be checked in equation (2.5.11) etc. 
2.6 A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: 
Consider a rectangular distribution / (x ) = l.With no loss of 
generality, we may assume 0 < x < /?. For this distribution we have: 
h=Jx=h? (2.6.1) 
h-j^-h? 
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Substituting these values in 
^__J,-2bJ,.bh, (2.6.2) 
which is A}^ for /z = 1 ,we get 
A = ^ h-\.\5b (2.6.3) 
V3 
i.e. 'A' changes at about 1.15 times the rate at which the interval 
length (0,Z)) changes. 
As the next step, consider that this rectangular distribution is divided 
into 1 = 2 strata , at a point x\ ,Q<x\ <b, chosen arbitrarily. This 
r t f 
point x\ specifies Ai and Bi . Applying the above result , we 
r r t 
realize that changing x^ by one unit will change Ai and B^ by 
approximately 1.15 units each and the difference Aj by 
approximately 2.3 units .It seems reasonable to determine a second 
II II 
point xi of stratification by setting A| equal to zero, where 
II I II I ^ 
A| =Ai +{xi -x i )-Fr (2.6.4) 
V3 
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The solution of Aj = 0 is given by 
(2.6.5) 
The point jcj may reasonably be expected to be superior to X| as an 
approximation to the MVS point X|. 
Now consider the general case with L strata. For three consecutive 
strata, with indices g,h and /, we have 
I I 
dAi^JB^^ 2 
dx„ Sx/j V3 
r I 
dA^ dBjj 2 
dxpj dxf v3 
(2.6.6) 
T i l l 
while all expressions of the type dAf^/dxf, dB^ldx„ etc. are equal to 
1 I I 
zero. From /^j^= A^- B^ we derive analogous expressions for 
dAfj/dx^ etc. 
These values will now be used in the following way. We have a set 
[x^] with corresponding A/j-values. We want to find a set [xf^] with 
< A) 
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By the mean value theorem we have 
It I dA h ti I A;^  = A/j + (X^-Xg)^ + {Xfj-Xh) 
dx g 
dAh_ 
dxf, 
+ (Xi -Xj) 
dAi 
h = \,...,g,h,i...L-\, (2.6.7) 
where we put XQ = X'Q and xi=x'i. Solving this system for x'j^ gives 
the set wanted. 
The ( I -1) X (Z -1) matrix M of dA^ Id j is under the approximated 
rectangular distribution is 
M 2 
2 -1 
-1 2 
0 -1 
0 0 •• 
-1 0 •• 
2 -1 ••• 
• 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 (2.6.8) 
In the first and last rows we assumed the rectangular distribution with 
finite range which is limited at one end by the point of very large 
absolute value. The more the number of L, the better the 
approximation by the rectangular distribution. The inverse of M is 
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M = — 
2L 
L-\ L-2 • 
L-2 2 (1 -2 ) 
3 6 
2 4 
1 2 
2 ( L - 2 ) L - 2 
( 1 - 2 ) I - l 
(2.6.9) 
Thus, the new set [x^ ] is found by computing 
x'{ = x[-^[iL-\)A\+{L-2)A'2+... + AU] 
^2 =^2 - ^ P - l ) A i +2(I-2)A'2 +... + 2Ai_l] 
4 - 1 = 4 - 1 - ^ [ A i +2A^ +... + ( I - l ) A i _ l ] 
(2.6.10) 
If necessary, the procedure may be repeated to give a third set [x'j^] 
etc. 
As the final step in the adjustment procedure, it is assumed that the 
procedure discussed above for the rectangular case, holds reasonably 
well also for other cases. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PROBLEM OF STRATIFICATION AS A 
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The method of choosing the best boundaries that make strata internally 
homogeneous as far as possible is known as optimum stratification. To 
achieve this, the strata should be constructed in such a way that the 
strata variances for the characteristic under study be as small as 
possible. If the frequency distribution of the study variable xis known 
the Optimum Strata Boundaries (OSB) could be obtained by cutting 
the range of the distribution at suitable points. If the frequency 
distribution of x is unknown, it may be approximated from the past 
experience or some prior knowledge obtained at a recent study. In this 
chapter the general problem of finding the OSB is formulated as a 
Mathematical programming problem (MPP) that seeks minimization 
of the variance of the estimated population parameter under Neyman 
allocation subject to the constraint that the sum of the widths of all the 
strata is equal to the range of the distribution. The formulated MPP 
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turns out to be a multistage decision problem that can be approached 
by dynamic programming technique. 
3.2 THE FORMULATION: 
Let X be a random study variable with distribution function 
F{X), a<x<b. To estimate the population mean // by a stratified 
sample the range of X is partitioned into L strata defined by 
[a,xJ,(x|,X2l"-?(-^Z,-l'^] such that 
a = XQ<x\<X2 <,...,xi_\ <xi=b. (3.2.1) 
Suppose that from stratum h(h = 1,2,...,L), which contains Nf^ units, a 
sample of size nj^ is obtained. Let yfy denote the value of the 
j {j = 1,2,..., «/j) units in the h stratum. Then the stratified sample 
mean x^f = ^i^_-, W'^^x^j will be an unbiased estimate of the population 
mean ju with a variance 
^ '^Wh 1 
rih N) 
where ^/^ = TV/,/A^ and x/, =—XM>' / ? / • • 
(3.2.2) 
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th For the h stratum we have 
Wh{xh_X,Xh)= ^'' dF{x)dx, 
/"/?(^/z-b^/z) = — P xdF{x)dx 
and c^l(xh-\,Xh) = -~[^ [x-^hfdF(x)dx^ 
Using these values of W}^,jU}j and cr^,the RHS of (3.2.2) can be 
expressed as a function of Xfj and nj^, that is, 
If «/2 are fixed, the objective of the optimum stratification is to 
determine stratum boundary points {x-[,...,xi_\) such that K(X^^) is 
minimum. Further, if the sampling ratio n^lN^ are small or the 
sampling is with replacement and the population mean is estimated 
under Neyman allocation {n}j=ri-Wij<7}j/^,,W}jCJfj), then the 
problem of determining OSB reduces to 
L 
Minimize -I ^ W^ajj | (3 = XQ -•^l -^2 ^v?^-^Z-i ^-^z = ^  
Ml 
. (3.2.3) 
Let f{x) denote the frequency function and XQ and x^be the 
smallest and largest values of x. Then (3.2.3) is equivalent to the 
problem of determining the strata boundaries to cut up the range 
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xi - XQ =d (say) (3.2.4) 
at (^- l ) intermediate points xi<X2 <,••.,< xi_i such that 
Hh^l^h^h is minimum. 
Where 
Wh-[' f{x)dx, (3.2.5) 
•'Xh_] 
with Mh-^[' 4W^- (3.2.7) 
2 
Using (3.2.5),(3.2.6) and (3.2.7), Wij,a, and ju^ could be expressed 
as a function of xj^ and x/^-i- Hence the objective function in (3.2.3) 
could also be expressed as a function of x/j and xi^_i only and the 
problem (3.2.3) reduces to 
L 
Minimize Y.fhi^h-h^h\ 
h=\ 
Subject to a = XQ<xi<X2^,...,<xi_i<xi=b. (3.2.8) 
Let y^=X}j-X}j_i>0 denote the width of the h {h = l,2,...,L) 
stratum. 
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With the above definition of _y/j, the range of the distribution given in 
(3.2.4) may be expressed as the function of the stratum widths as: 
L L 
Y.yh = Yu^^h-^h-\) = ^L-^Q-=d. (3.2.9) 
The k^ stratification point X}^;{k = 1,2,...,L -1) is then expressed as: 
xk = xo+y\+y2 + -+yk 
= xk-\+yk^ 
which is a function of k^ stratum width and {k-\J stratum 
boundary. 
Adding (3.2.9) as a new constraint, the problem (3.2.8) can be treated 
as an equivalent problem of determining OSW as: 
L 
Minimize Yjfhiyh^^h-\l 
L 
Subject to ^7/2 =< ,^ 
h=\ 
and yh>0;h = l,2,...L. (3.2.10) 
Initially, XQ is known. Therefore, the first term, that is,/](j^;],xo) in 
the objective flincfion of MPP (3.2.10) is a funcfion of yi alone. Once 
yi is known, the next stratificafion point XI=XQ+ y^ will be known 
and the second term in the objective function f2(y2>^) will become 
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a function of y2 alone. Thus, stating the objective function as a 
function of yj^ alone, we may rewrite the MPP (3.2.10) as: 
L 
Minimize Y.fh(yhl 
h=l 
L 
subject to Y^yh^d, 
h=\ 
and y;j>0;/2 = l,2,...L. (3.2.11) 
3.3 THE SOLUTION USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
TECHNIQUE: 
The problem (3.2.11) is a multistage decision problem in which the 
objective function and the constraints are separable functions of yj^ 
which allow us the use of dynamic programming technique. 
Consider the following subproblem of (3.2.11) for k{< L) strata. 
Minimize 2,/A(j^/^) -C. ^ / - , ^ 
/2 = 1 
subject to ^ > ; ; j = i ^ ^ ''^'"n U-t^'^' ' 
h=\ 
and3;/j>0; /z = l,2,...,L (3.3.1) 
where dj^=d is the total width available for division into k strata. 
Note that dj^=d for k = L 
Also 
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4 ^y\+yi+--- + yk 
4 - 1 ^y\ +y2 +---+yk-i =dk -yk 
4 - 2 =y\+y2^--- + yk-2 = 4 - i - yk-\ 
d2=y\+y2^d2-y3 
d\^y\=d2-y2-
Let f{k,dj^) denotes the minimum value of the objective function 
(3.3.1), that is, 
f{k,dk)^ mm 
' k k 
J]fh(yh)\J]yh=dk^and yf^>0;h = l,2,...,k 
h=\ h=\ 
With the above definition of f{k,dj^) the problem (3.2.11) is 
equivalent to finding f{L,d) recursively by finding f{k,di^) for 
k = \,2,...,L and 0<dj^<d. 
We can write 
/ ( ^ , 4 ) = min 
k-\ k-\ 
fk(yk)+T.fh(yh)\ Y,yh=dj,-yi„and yh>0;h = \,2,...,k 
h=\ h=\ 
For a fixed value of yj^•,0<y]^<d^. 
f{k,dj,)^fj^{yj^) + mm 
'k-\ k-\ 
T^Myh)\ ^yh=di,-yk,and yh>0;h = \,2,...,k-\ 
h=\ h=\ 
Using the Bellman's principle of optimality, we get the recurrence 
relation of the Dynamic Programming as 
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f{k,dk)= min [fk{yk) + f{k-\,dk-yk)lk>2. (3.3.2) 
Q<yk<dk 
For the first stage , that is for A: = 1 
f{\A) = f\{dx)-^yl=dy (3.3.3) 
* . . . 
Where y\ is the optimum width of the first stratum . The relations 
(3.3.3) and (3.3.2) are solved recursively for each k = \,l,...,L and 
0<di^<d and f{L,d) is obtained. From f{L,d) the optimum width 
of L stratum, y^ ,is obtained; from f{L -l,d - yi) the 
optimum width of (L -1) stratum, yi_i is obtained and so on until 
yi is obtained. 
In Chapter IV of this dissertation examples of the application of 
Dynamic Programming Technique for various frequency distributions 
of the stratification variable are discussed. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
TECHNIQUE WHEN THE STRATIFICATION 
VARIABLE FOLLOWS SOME SPECIALIZED 
DISTRIBUTION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In chapter III the problem of determining the OSB is formulated as an 
MPP that can be solved using Dynamic Programming Technique. The 
general formulation of the problem is given in (3.2.11). For different 
distribution / ( ) in (3.2.11) takes on different forms. 
In this chapter Dynamic Programming Technique is applied for 
determining OSB through OSW for the following distribution. 
(i) Rectangular 
(ii) Right Triangular 
(iii) Exponential 
(iv) Log- normal 
The following research papers were consulted in the preparation this 
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chapter. Khan et al (2002), Khan et al (2005), and unpublished thesis 
of A. H. Ansari (2008) 
4.2 OSB WHEN THE STUDY VARIABLE HAS A 
RECTANGULAR DISTRIBUTION: 
Let X follow a Rectangular (Uniform ) Distribution in the 
interval [a,6]. Then 
/(x) = ; a<x<b 
b-a 
- 0; otherwise. 
Using equations 
Wh= \f[x)h (4.2.1) 
. 2 1 
X/, 
lx^f(x)dx-Ml (4.2.2) 
where 
^h^~ jxf(x)dx (4.2.3) 
it can be verified that 
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w,= y^ 
Mh 
b- a 
yh + 2x/2_i 
and 
^ 12 
2 Using the above values of W}^, jUj^ and a, the MPP 
L 
Minimize Y^fhiyh) 
h=l 
L 
subject to ^yh='^ 
h=\ 
and j;;^. >0 h = \,2,...,L. (4.2.4) 
Can be expressed as 
L yl 
Minimize J]" j,-:{2.4i[b-a) 
L 
subject to- ^yh=d 
h=\ 
and yh>0; h = l,2,-,L. (4.2.5) 
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where d-b - a 
To illustrate the computational procedure we take [a,Z?J = [l,2j and 
1 = 6, 
which gives MPP (4.2.5) as: 
6 yl 
Minimize Y—?= 
su bjectto Yuyh='^^ 
h=\ 
and y^. >0 h = l,2,...,6. (4.2.6) 
For the first stage {K = l) 
/ ( l ^ l ) = T7r at yi=di. (4.2.7) 
For second stage 
f{2,d2)= min ^ + /(l,^2-.y2) 
mm 
0<y2<d2 
yi ^^i^i-yiY 
2V3 2V3 
Using differential calculus for minimization we get 
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/(2,.,).^ at , 5 4 . (4.2.8) 
For third stage (K = 3) 
/(3,J3)= min 
0<3^3<J3 
y3 + f{2,d^-y2) 
mm 
0<y2<d2 
y] ^.fe-j^s)' 
2A/3 4V3 
Using differential calculus for minimization we get 
/(V3) = 4 at ^*-^3 
6V3 . ^ 3 = -
(4.2.9) 
Similarly for the fourth and fifth stages we get 
* d^ 
/ ( V 4 ) = 3 | at , 4 = , (4.2.10) 
/(5,.3) = ^  at , ; = f (4.2.11) 
For the final stage [K = 6) 
f{6,d^)= min >^6 ^i^e-yeY 
2V3 10V3 
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/(6,l)= min yl ^{^-ye)' 
iS 10V3 
/(6,l) = - ^ = 0.048112522 at y^ = - = 0.166667. (4.2.12) 
I2V3 6 
From (4.2.12), J5 = ^ 5 - y g =1-0.66667 = 0.833333. 
Substituting this value of d'^ in (4.2.11) 
* 0.833333 . . . . . . . 
^5 = = 0.166666. 
Proceeding in this manner we get 
^4 =0.166667, ^3 =0.166666, ^2 =0-166667and y* =0.166667. 
The optimum strata boundaries are then obtained as 
jci*=xo+yi* =1 + 0.166667 = 1.166667 
* * * 
^2=^1 +;^2 =1-166667 + 0.166667 = 1.333334 
X3= 4 + ^ 5 = 1.333334+ 0.166666 = 1.500000 
X 4 = x 5 + y J =1.500000 + 0.166667 = 1.666667 
4 = 4 + 3 ^ 5 = 1 - 6 6 6 6 6 7 + 0.166666 = 1.833333 
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6 
with the optimum value of the objective function ^fhiyh)^^ 
/(6,l)= 0.048112522. 
4.3 OSB WHEN THE STUDY VARIABLE FOLLOWS A 
RIGHT- TRIANGULAR DISTRIBUTION: 
Let X follow the Right Triangular distribution in the interval [a,b]. 
In this case we have 
2{b-x)_ 
(b - af / W = 7 ^ ; ^^^^b 
= 0; otherwise 
using (4.2.1), (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) ff/j, jupj anda^ are obtained as 
{b-af 
3b(yf, + 2x/^ _i )-2\^l+ 3x/^ _i j^/^ + 3x/,_i) 
Mh = A^^h-yh) 
and 
2 ylvh'^^hyh + ^ ^l) 
^h = lS{2ah-yhf 
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where a}j=l-xj^; h = 1,2,...,6. 
2 
using the above values of Wj^, fi}^ ^ridcr^ the MPP (4.2.4) can be 
expressed as 
Minimize | ; i M l ' ^ ^ ^ 
L 
subject to ^yh-^^ 
/ 7 = 1 
and >'/j>o; /2 = 1,2,...,L. (4.3.1) 
where d-b-\. 
To illustrate the computational procedure we take [«,/?] = [0,l] and 
L = 6, which gives MPP (4.3.1) as: 
^,- • • 4^yUyh~^^hyh+^4 
Mmimize J^-HJU" h=\ ^^^ 
6 
Subject to X-^"/?"^' 
/ 2 = 1 
and yh>0 h = \,2,...,6. (4.3.2) 
using the recurrence relations 
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f{k, dj,) = min [fj, {yk ) + f(k-1 dk-yk)lk>2. 
For the first stage, that is for A: = 1 
f{\A)=f\{d\)^y\=d^ 
For solving MPP (4.3.2) we get: 
For the first stage {k = l) 
/ s d\ \\d\ -Sd] +6 * , . , x^ 
/ ( U i ) - 3 ^ t^ y^=d^ (4.3.3) 
and for stages k>2 
f(k,dk)= min yUyl-^^kyk + 64 
3V2 
+ /(^-i ,4->;^) 
(4.3.4) 
where flyt =l-^yt- l = l - (^0+3^1+.y2+- + 3^yt-l) 
substituting this value of a^ in (4.3.4) and executing the computer 
program developed for the solution procedure given in chapter -iii the 
optimum strata widths are obtained as: 
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71=0.112647, >^2=0-120353, >;3 =0.130930, 
>^4 =0.146071, 3^5 =0.173603and ;;J =0.316396 
6 
with the optimum value of the objective function ^fh{yh) ^^ 
h=\ 
,/(6,l) = 0.0420973209 , which gives the OSB as: 
x^ =XQ+yi =0 + 0.112647 = 0.112647 
X2=x*+75= 0.112647+ 0.120353 = 0.233000 
x]=x\+y]= 0.233000 + 0.130930 = 0.363930 
4 =JC3+74 =0.363930+ 0.146071 = 0.510001 
^5 = 4 + > ' 5 =0.510001 + 0.173603 = 0.683604 
4.4 OSB WHEN THE STUDY VARIABLE FOLLOW AN 
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION: 
Let the stratification variable X follows the exponential distribution 
with parameter /I = 0, that is 
A 
- 0, Otherwise 
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In practice the actual population are often finite, so assuming the 
largest value of x in the population as D, the above frequency 
function can be approximated as 
/ (x) = i e~ ' ' ^^ , 0<x<D (4.4.1) 
A, 
= 0, elsewhere 
Note that we have here XQ = 0 and xi =D. If D is sufficiently large, 
(4.4.1) can be considered as an approximate exponential density 
otherwise the truncated exponential density is to be used and the 
expressions (4.4.2) - (4.4.4) are to be worked out accordingly. 
Using equations 
Wh= \f{x)dx 
^ H 
where uu = — \x f(x)dx 
h V 
For exponential distribution 
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Wh^e'^'h-^^^i^-e'y^^^) (4.4.2) 
(X..a-e-n'^]-y,e~n'^ (4.4.3) 
and at^ = - i — ^ '~-j (4.4.4) 
Using (4.4.2), (4.4.3) and (4.4.4), the problem of determining 
optimum strata boundaries, when the frequency of the main study 
variable X is given by (4.4.1), may be expressed as 
Minimize Y.e'''^-^'^]x^{^-e-yhl^"^ -y^yhl^ 
h=\ 
L 
subject to ^yfj=d (4.4.5) 
and y^>0;h = l,2,.-,L 
where d is obtained by equation xi-XQ=d with XQ=0 and 
Consider the following sub problem for first k(< L) strata. 
k 
Minimize Yafhiyh) 
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Subject to Y.yh=^k (4.4.6) 
and yh>0;h = l,2,-,k 
Where dj^ <d is the total width available for division into k strata. 
Note that d]^=d for k = L 
Also dk=yi+y2+:. + yk 
dk-\ = yi + :K2 + - + yk-\ =dk+yk 
dk-2 ^yi'^yi^ -yk-2 = 4 - i - yk-\ 
d2=y\+y2=^3-y3 ^nd di=yi=d2'y2 
If f{k,dk) denotes the minimum value of the objective function of 
(4.4.6), then 
f{k,dk) = min 
k k 
Y.fh{yh)i Y.yh = 4 ^^^yh ^ o;^ = i'2,...jt 
./j=l h=\ 
with the above definition of f{k,dk) the recurrence relations of the 
dynamic programming takes the form 
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f{k,dk)- min (fk(yk)^f{k-\,dk-yk)\k>2 (4.4.7) 
For the first stage {i.e.k = l) 
f{\A) = fx[dx)^y^=d^ (4.4.8) 
From f{L,d) the optimum width ofL^ stratum, y^, is obtained from 
f[L-\,d-yi) the optimum width of {L-\J stratum, yi-\, is 
obtained and so on until y\ is obtained. 
Using (4,4.8) and (4.4.7) the recurrence relations for MPP (4.4.5) are 
as given 
For first stage {k -1) 
f[\A) = U^-e~'^"]-dh-'^'' 
at yi = dx (4.4.9) 
because x^_j = XQ = 0, when ^ = 1. 
for the stage k, where k>2 
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f(k,dj,)= min yd, -y, )i X ^ji2[i_,-yk'^J^y2,-yk^ 
+ f{k-l,dk-yk)] (4.4.10) 
because x^_i =xo+yi+... + yk_i ^d^-yj, 
4.5 A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: 
Executing the computer program in "JAVA-SDK2" given in the 
section (4.6) the recurrence relations (4.4.9) and (4.4.10) are solved to 
find optimum stratum widths y]^\{k = \,2,...,L) for the exponential 
study variable with density function given in (4.4.1), with D = 20 and 
/i = l. 
L 
Table 1 gives the optimum values ofyj^, x; ,^and ^fhiyh) ^^^ 
h=\ 
L = 2,3,4 and 5. 
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Table-1 
No. 
of 
strata 
L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Strata widths 
* 
yh 
71* =1.2610 
3/2=18.7390 
;;i*= 0.7678 
>;2 =1.2501 
73=17.9821 
71* =0.5509 
72=0.7638 
73* =1.2513 
74=17.4340 
71* =0.4393 
72=0.5610 
73=0.7569 
74=1.2688 
75=16.9740 
Strata boundary points 
* * * 
x/j = x/j_i + yi, 
* * 
x\ =^0 +7i =1.2610 
* * 
Xl = jQ + ^ 1 = 0.7678 
X2=xi*+72 =2.0179 
X| =XQ + 71 =0.5509 
* * * 
X2=xi +72=1.3147 
* * * 
X3 =X2 +73 =2.5650 
Xl* = xj + 71* = 0.4393 
X2=xi +75=1.0003 
* * * 
X3 =X2 +73 =1.7572 
* * * 
X4 = X3 + 74 = 2.0260 
Optimum values of 
the objective 
function 
L L 
h=\ h=\ 
0.5341 
0.3648 
0.2770 
0.2233 
The total width available for cutting stratum boundaries is taken as 
20 units, i.e the largest population value xi=D = 20, because the 
area to the right of x = 20 for exponential distribution is almost zero, 
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when A = 1. 
4.6 THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR EXPONENTIAL 
DISTRIBUTION (IN JAVA - SDK2); 
import java.io.*; 
import Java.util.*; 
public clas's OptimumNew 
( 
private RandomAccessFile randReader[] = null; 
private double e=2.718281828; 
private double increment = 0.10; 
private int intPreci = 1; 
private int intStage = 1; 
private int Dk = 999; 
DataOutputStream outputStream[]; 
double storedFk[]; 
public static void main(String args[]) 
{ 
new OptimumNewQ; 
} 
public OptimumNewO 
( 
System.out.println("enter the Stage value (1 to 9 only):"); 
String str = Readline.readLineQ; 
intStage = Integer.parselnt(str); 
only):"); 
only):"); 
System.out.println("enter the summation Yk ( Dk) value (integer 
str = Readline.readLineQ; 
Dk = Integer.parselnt(str); 
System. out.println("enter the desired precesion 1- 9 (integer 
str = Readline.readLineQ; 
intPreci = Integer.parselnt(str); 
try 
( 
randReader = new RandomAccessFile[intStage]; 
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for(int i =0; i < intStage; i++) 
{ 
File file = new File("./Stage"+(i+l)+".txt''); 
randReader[i] = new RandomAccessFiIe(file, "r"); 
} 
FileOuQjutStream fos[] = new 
FileOutputStream[intStagel; 
outputStteam = new DataOutputStream[intStage]; 
for(int i =0; i < intStage; i++) 
( 
FUe file = new File("./Stage"+(i+l)+".txt"); 
fosfi] - new FiIeOu^utStream(fiIe); 
buQ)utStream[i] = new DataOutputStream(fos[i]); 
} 
fiinFlDlO ; 
for(int i = 1; i < intStage; i++) 
fimFlcDk(i) ; 
backWardCalculationO; 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
intPreci>i-l)]; 
void fimFlDlQ 
{ 
storedFk = new doubIe[(int)(Dk*Math.pow(10, 
double Y1=0; 
double dblTmp 1 = 0; 
double fxF 0; 
double dl = 0; 
long dlCount=0; 
int count = 0; 
String strDl ="", strFx="", strYl=""; 
increment = Math.pow(10, -intPreci); 
//System. out.printki(inci:£ment); 
while(dl <= Dk) 
{ 
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Yl=dl ; 
fx = (1 - Math.pow(e, -Yl))*(l - Math.pow(e, -
Yl)) - Yl*Yl*Math.pow(e, -Yl); 
if(fx<0.0) 
{ 
System.outprintln("SQRT OF THE -VE 
QUANTITY in funFkDkJ'); 
System.out.println("dl="+dl+", 
Y1="+Y1+", fx= "+fs+"\n"); 
System. exit(0); 
} 
else 
dblTmp l=Math.sqrt(fx); 
fx=Math.pow(e, -(dl-Yl))*dblTmpl; 
storedFk[count] = fx; 
count-H-; 
strFx = Double.toString(fx); 
while(strFx.lengthO < 25) 
( 
StrFx = "0" + StrFx; 
} 
strYl = Double.toString(Yl); 
while(strYl.lengthO<25) 
{ 
StrYl = "0" +StrYl; 
} 
strDl = Double. toString(dl); 
while(strDl.lengthO < 25) 
{ 
StrDl = "0" +StrDl; 
} 
try 
{ 
outputStream[0].writeBytes(strDl+"" + 
strYl+"" + strFx+"\n"); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
( 
ex-printStackTraceQ; 
} 
//dl += increment; 
dlCount++; 
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dl = dlCount*Math.pow(10, -
mtPreci);//mcrement; 
} 
} 
double readFkDkl(int K, double Dk) 
{ 
double tmpDk = Dk*Math.pow(10, intPreci); 
longlDk = (long)Dk; 
long nl = (long)tinpDk; 
//Math.round(Dk*Math.pow(10, intPreci)); 
, String str=""; 
double ret=0, datal =0, data2 =0; 
nl=nl*78; 
try 
( 
if(nl < 0II nl > randReader[K].lengthO) return 0; 
randReader[K].seek(nl); 
str = randReader[K].readLineO; 
datal = Double.parseDouble(str.substring(51)); 
if(str != null && str.lengthQ >= 75) 
{ 
data2 = 
Double.parseDouble(str.substring(26, 51)); 
} 
else 
data2 = datal; 
ret = datal+ (data2-datal)*(Dk* 100 -
lDk*100)/100; 
//System.out.println( "fkdk- Dk passed =" + Dk + ", 
line = "+nl/78+",Fx=" +ret); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
( 
System.out.println( "fkdk- Dk passed =" + Dk + ", 
line = "+nl/78 +", str=" + str); 
ex.printStackTraceO; _^ 
System.exit(0); , > > ^ A i : i i r ^ 
return ret; \^\J^ J C-
11 
L .^.. tU^-^-OZ/\ 
intPreoi)); 
double readFkDk(int K, double Dk) 
{ 
double tmpDk = Dk*Math.pow(10, intPreci); 
long IDk = (long)Dk; 
int nl = (int)tmpDk; //Math.round(Dk*Math.pow(10, 
String str=""; 
double ret=0, datal =0, data2 =0; 
try 
{ 
datal =storedFk[nl]; 
if(nl< storedFk.length-1) 
{ 
data2 = storedFk[nl+l]; 
} 
else 
data2 = datal; 
ret = datal+ (data2-datal)*(Dk*100 -
lDk*100)/100; 
//System.out.println( "fkdk- Dk passed =" + Dk + ", 
line = "+nl/78+",Fx="+ret); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
( 
System.out.println( "readFkDk- Dk passed =" + Dk 
+ ", line = "+nl/78 +", str=" + str ); 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
System.exit(0); 
) 
) 
return ret; 
voidfunFkDk(intK) 
( 
if(K>l) 
readStoredFk(K); 
double Yk=0; ^ 
double dblTmp 1=0; 
long multi = (long)Math.pow(10, intPreci+l); 
double fx= 0; 
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double dk = increment; 
longdkCount=l; 
String strDl = "", strFx="", strYl=""; 
//for 0<= Yk<= Dk 
double increL = increment/10; 
double minFx =999999; 
double minYk = 45667; 
try 
{ 
outputStream[K].writeBytes("0000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000\n"); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
( 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
double lowLimit = 0, upperLimit = 0, increTmp =0; 
while(dk <= Dk) 
{ 
//fmdmin 
minFx = 999999; 
minYk = 999999; 
lowLimit = 0; 
upperLimit = dk; 
if(increL <= .01) increTmp = . 1; 
if(upperLimit >= 20) increTmp = 1; 
if(upperLimit > 200) increTmp = 10; 
if(upperLimit <= 20*increL) increTmp = increL; 
while(increL <= increTmp) 
{ 
minFx = 999999; 
Yk = lowLimit; 
//while(Yk<=dk) 
int count =0; 
while(Yk<=upperLimit) 
( 
count-H-; 
//calculateFkDkO; 
dblTmpl = (1 - Math.pow(e, -
Yk))*(l - Math.pow(e, -Yk)) - Yk*Yk*Matii.pow(e, -Yk); 
if(dblTmpl<0.0) 
{ 
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System.out.println("Sqrt of the 
-ve quantity in fiin2_")> 
System.outprintln("Yk="+Yk+" ,increTmp="+increTmp+" ,(ik="+dk+" 
,dblTmpl="+dblTmpl+" \n"+Math.pow(e, -Yk)); 
System. exit(0); 
} 
else 
dblTmpl = 
Math:sqrt(dblTmpl); 
dblTmpH-readFkDk(K-l, dk-Yk); 
fx = Math.pow(e,-(dk-Yk)) 
if(minFx > fx) 
( 
minFx = fx; 
minYk=Yk; 
} 
Yk += increTmp; 
} 
lowLimit = minYk-increTmp; 
upperLimit = minYk + increTmp; 
if(upperLimit > dk ) upperLimit = dk; 
if(IowLimit < 0 ) lowLimit = 0; 
increTmp = increTmp/10; 
} 
strFx = Double.toString(minFx); 
while(strFx.lengthO < 25) 
( 
StrFx = "0" + StrFx; 
} 
strYI = Double.toString(tninYk); 
while(strYl.lengthO<25) 
{ 
strYl = "0" + strYl; 
} 
strDl = Double.toString(dk); 
while(strDl.lengthO <25) 
{ 
StrDl = "0" +StrDl; 
} 
tiy 
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strYl+"" + strFx+"\n"); 
intPreci);//increment; 
outputStream[K].writeBytes(strDH-"" + 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
( 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
Yk = dk; 
dkCount-H-; 
dk = dkCount*Math.pow(10, -
} 
try 
{ 
System.out.println(K+" file-
"+randReader[K].lengthO); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
} 
void backWardCalculationO 
( 
tiy 
{ 
File tmpFile = new File("./resultNew.txt"); 
RandomAccessFile rand = new 
RandomAccessFile(tmpFile, "rw"); 
rand. seek(rand.lengthO); 
double fxx[] = new double[intStage]; 
double fyyf] = new doublefintStage]; 
double fdd[] = new double[intStage]; 
intkk = intStage-l; 
fxx[kk] = readFkDkl(kk, Dk); 
fyy[kk] = readYk(kk,Dk); 
fdd[kk]=Dk; 
rand.writeBytes("\n Date:" + new DateQ + "\nNumber of 
stage ="+ intStage +", Dk =" + Dk + ", Precision = "+ intPreci 
); 
//System. out.println( "Yk- Dk =" + Dk ); 
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for(inti=kk-l;i>=0;i-) 
{ 
fdd[i]=fdd[i+l]-fyy[i+l]; 
fxx[i] = readFkDkl(i, fdd[i+l]-fyy[i+l]); 
fyy[i] =readYk(i, fdd[i+l]-fyy[i+l]); 
//System.out.printIn(fdd[i+l] + ", fdd=" + fdd[i] ); 
} 
for( int i =0; i <= kk ; i-H-) 
( 
rand.writeBytes("\nY" + (i+1) + " = " + fyy[i] +", 
D" + (i+I) + " = " + fdd[i]); 
} 
rand.writeBytesC'\nfx" + (kk+1) + " = " + fxx[kk]+ 
"\n\n\n\n"); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
) 
double readYk(int K, double Dk) 
( 
double tmpDk = Dk*Math.pow(10, 
intPreci); 
long IDk = (long)Dk; 
long nl = (long)tmpDk; 
//Math.round(Dk*Math.pow( 10, intPreci)); 
double ret=0, datal =0, data2 =0; 
String str=""; 
nl = nl*78; 
try 
( 
i f (nl<0| |nl> 
randReader[K].lengthO) return 0; 
randReader[K]. seek(n 1); 
str= randReader[K].readLineO; 
datal = 
Double.parseDouble(str.substring(26,51)); -
str= randReader[K].readLineO; 
if(str != null && str.lengthQ >= 75) 
{ 
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data2 = 
Double.parseDouble(str.substring(26, 51)); 
} 
else 
data2 = datal; 
ret = datal+ (data2-datal)*(Dk* 100 
-lDk*100)/100; 
//System.out.println( "Dk passed =" + 
Dk + •^ , line = "+nl/78 +", Fx=" + ret); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 
System. out.printIn( K+",Dk passed 
=" + Dk + ", line = "+nl/78 +", str=" + str ); 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
return ret: 
void readStoredFk(int k) 
( 
k-; 
tiy 
( 
File file = new File("./Stage"+(k+l)+".txt"); 
RandomAccessFile randTmp = new 
RandomAccessFile(file, "r"); 
// randReader[k].seek(0); 
System.out.println( "filelength read=" 
+randReader[k].lengtliO ); 
String str = null; 
int line = 0; 
System.out.println( "filelength=" 
+randTmp.lengtiiO +", array=" + storedFk.length); 
while((str = randTmp.readLineQ) != null 
&& line < storedFk.length) 
( ^ 
storedFk[lineJ = 
Double.parseDouble(str.substring(51)); 
line-H-; 
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line); 
} 
Systera.out.printIii( "k= " +k + ", Iine=" + 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 
ex.printStackTraceO; 
} 
* * * * * 
Static class Readline 
( 
public static void main(String args[]) 
( 
try( 
/ / 1 . Create an InputStreamReader using the 
standard input stream 
InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader( 
System.in); 
// 2. Create a BufferedReader using the 
InputStreamReader created. 
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader( isr); 
" ) ; 
from the user. 
that you need to. 
// 3. Don't forget to prompt the user 
System.out.print( "Type some data for the program: 
// 4. Use the BufferedReader to read a line of text 
String input = stdin.readLineQ; 
// 5. Now, you can do anything with the input string 
// Like, ouQjut it to the user. 
System.out.printIn( '^uiput = " + input); 
} catch(Exception ex) {ex.printStackTraceO;} 
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public static String readLineQ 
{ 
String input ="0"; 
try{ 
// 1. Create an InputStreamReader using the 
standard input stream 
InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreaniReader( 
System, in ); 
// 2. Create a BufferedReader using the 
InputStreamReader created. 
BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader( isr ); 
// 4. Use the BufferedReader to read a line of text 
jfrom the user. 
input = stdin.readLineQ; 
}catch(Exception 
ex){ex.printStackTraceO;System.exit(0);} 
finally 
{ 
} 
} 
} 
return input; 
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4.7 OSB WHEN THE STUDY VARIABLE HAS A LOG-NORMAL 
DISTRIBUTION: 
The Log-normal distribution is a positively skewed distribution, meaning 
that most of the distribution is concentrated around the left end, closest to 
zero. Surveyors may use the Log-normal distribution for a positive valued 
study variable that might increase without limits, such as the value of 
securities (financial applications) or properties (real estate applications) or 
the failure rate of electronic parts (engineering applications). 
A variable X is Log-normally distributed if F = ln(X) is normally 
distributed where "In" stands for the natural logarithm. The general formula 
for the probability density function of the Log-normal distribution is 
^ ( ^ ) ^ e x p | - ( ( l n ( ( x - ^ ) / ^ ^ / ( 2 . ^ | ^ , , _ „ , o , < . > 0 , (4.7.1) 
where G is the shape parameter,/9 is the location parameter and wis the 
scale parameter. With ^ = 0 and m = 1 (4.5.1) gives the standard Log-normal 
density as 
exp - ]M ^ iW f{x)= ^\ V''^f'\^^ ;/l; x>0,o->0. (4.7.2) 
xG^ln 
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2 :. Using the definitions (3.2.5),(3.2.7), and (3.2.6) of W^, ju^ and cr^,it can be 
seen that 
>v,=\ f erf 
V 
Hyh + ^h-i) 
V C7V2 
-erf ln(x/^_i) 
\ \ 
V crV2 )) 
(4.7.3) 
/ / / ,=-exp V 
0-V2 
r_2 
erf G - ln(x;j_l) 
C7V2 
e r / 
0-V2 
- e r / 
V <TV2 ; 
\ \ 
(4.7.4) 
-.^ = 
/ 
erf ^yh±3i-^ . . / H ^ ^ T 
n2 
0-V2 
e r / I crV2 jyl 
--exp(2cr^ erf 
\ 
2G -\n(yh+Xh_x) 
a 42 
f^.2 
-erf 2a -lnfa_i) 
0-V2 
\A 
erf ln{yh+Xh-\) 
\ o-4i 
-erf 
f.2\ 
-exp a 
V ^ 
r_2 
erf 
V V 
V 0•^f2 )) 
C7V2 
r_2 
- e r / 
O" -ln(x/^_i) 
0-V2 
i 2 
(4.7.5) 
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Note that an error function is used to counter the integrations with Log-
normal density function. The probability that a Log-normal variate assumes 
a value in the range \z\,Z2\ is given by: 
1 F2 
= exp 
( 2\ 
- X 
V J 
d^ = \Wf{z2)-erf{z^)\ {A .1.6) 
Common properties of the error function include: 
erf{-z)=-er /(z), er / (o) ^ 0, er /(co) = 1, er / ( - oo) = -1 
Using (4.7.3) and (4.7.5) the MPP 
Minimize Y.fh{yh\ 
L 
subject to ^yh =d, 
and yh>0;h = l,2,...L. 
may be expressed as: 
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h=\ 
Sqrt 
2 
exp\2(j 
- e r / 2cr -ln(x/j_i) 
V 
OrV2 J) 
( ( 
erf ^Ayh'^^h-X) 
G^l 
erf Mxh-\) 
crV2 ) 
( 1\( 
1 exp 
f2 
erf 
V V 
G^-\n{yh+Xh_i) 
0-V2 
( 2 • ' ^^^ 
-er/ (J H^h-\) 
a 42 
subject to X-^^ ~ ^ ' 
and }^/.^o; /2 = 1,2,...,Z. (4.7.7) 
Let X follows the standard Log-normal distribution in the 
interval[O.OOOOl, 13.00001], that is, a = xo =0.00001,Z? = x^ =13.00001 and 
cr = l. This gives d = XI-XQ = 13.The MPP (4.7.7) can now be expressed 
as: 
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Minimize 
L 
h=l 
Squrt\ --exp(2) 
V V 4i J 
^2-\n{xh-i)^^ 
V2 
-erf 
) V 
ln(x;,_l)y 
)) rl 
1 
—exp 
2 
f\\{^^I\-\Ayk^x^_^)^ 
\^j V V V2 y 
e r / fl-ln(x;;_l) 
4-2 , 
i 2 
I 
subject to ^y 1^=17), 
and :V/,>0; /i = l,2,...,L. (4.7.8) 
Also = .00001 + ;/l+j^2+- + :J^ /t-l 
= 4_1+0.00001 
= 4 - ^ + 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 
Substituting this value of xj^_\ in (4.7.8) and using equations 
f{k,dk)= min [fk{yk) +f{k-^,dk -yj,)], k>2. 
The recurrence relations for solving MPP (4.7.8) are obtained as: 
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For first stage {k = 1): 
/ ( I , di) = Squrt- - • - exp(2) ^ Il-\n{d^ +0.00001)^ erf 
J 
-erf [42)1 
erf — 
V2 / ; 
1 (\)( / I - ln(Ji+0.00001) ' 
exp 
\^J 
erf 
V V 
erf ( 1 ^^ 
,V2J J\ 
(4.7.9) 
at yx =di, 
and for the stages 
k>2; 
f{k,dj^)= min < 
iS^r? --exp(2) erf 
\ V 
("2-^(^^+0.00001) 
-erf 
erf 
2- ln(4- ; ;^+0 .00001) 
ln(4+0.00001) 
J) 
exp 
2 
- e r / 
V 
V 2 A 
V2 
- e r / ^ ln (4- j ;^+0 .0000O^ 
4~2 
erf fl-ln(6/^+0.00001) 
42 
ri-ln(fi^^-j;^+0.00001) 
4~2 
+ f{k-l,di,-yk) 
(4.7.10) 
Solving the recursive equations (4.7.9) and (4.7.10) by executing a computer 
program in C++ developed for the solution procedure given in section 4.8, 
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the OS Ws are obtained. The results of optimum strata widths y^ and hence 
* * the optimum strata boundaries x/j = x/j_| + yfj along with the values of the 
objective function ^K-,fh{yh) ^^^ L = 2,3,4,5 and 6 are presented in 
Table 2. 
Table 2:OSW and OSB for standard Log-normal study variable. 
No.of 
Strata 
L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Optimum Strata 
Widths 
* 
yh 
;;*= 2.23652 
3^2 =10.76348 
j ; * =1.30859 
jl^ J =2.35085 
>^3 =9.34056 
>;i*= 0.95459 
;;2 =1-25278 
j;3 =2.53417 
3^4=8.25846 
j^l*= 0.76589 
j;2= 0.84332 
>'3 =1.36367 
3/4 =2.62141 
;;5 = 7.40571 
Optimum Strata 
Boundaries 
* * * 
x/, = Xh_i + y^ 
X* = 2.23653 
xi* = 1.30860 
X2 =3.65945 
x*= 0.95460 
X2 =2.20738 
JC3 =4.74155 
xi*= 0.76590 
X2= 1.60922 
X3*= 2.97289 
X4= 5.59430 
Optimum Values of the 
objective function 
L L 
T.fh(yh)=T,Wh<^h 
/(2,13) = 0.8569355124 
/(3,13) = 0.5773613579 
/(4,13)= 0.4358095763 
/(5,13) = 0.3501356776 
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6 yi = 0.64767 
>^ 2 =0.63431 
yl = 0.90957 
3^4=1.44256 
yl = 2.65047 
3^6=6.71542 
XI* = 0.64768 
X2 =1.28199 
JC3 =2.19156 
X4 =3.63412 
X5= 6.28459 
/(6,13) =0.2926636591 
4.8 THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR LOGNORMAL 
DISTRIBUTION: 
The computer Program in C++ for Lognormal Distribution: 
#include "iostream.h" 
^include "math.h" 
#include "assert.h" 
^include "conio.h" 
#include "stdio.h" 
////include "erflinc.h" 
typedef double Number; 
////include <math.h> 
//#include<iostream.h> 
Number erff(Number x); 
double geterf(double x){ 
// Number erff(Number); 
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// Number erffc(Number); 
// Number x; 
// c o u t « "\n\n Enter x.\n"; 
// cout « "\n Wanna check? Note that erf(0) = 0, and erf(infnity) = 1, \n"; 
// c o u t « "\n erf(-x) = - erf(x), erfc(x) = 1 - erf(x), erfc(-x) = 2 - erfc(x) \n"; 
// cin » x; 
return erff(x); 
/ ^ *i^ ^ ^ ^l' *i^ ^ ^ *!' ^ ^t' ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^l' ^i' *1* *lf ^ ^ ^* ^^ l^* ^ U^ «^ ^l' ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ i^f 1^? ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^1^ %l^  ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ I^f ^f ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ •T* ^^ ^ ^ ^r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^r ^ ^^ ^r ^ ^r ^r ^ ^ ^^ ^r ^r T* ^r ^r ' P ^ ^ *•* T* 1* 1* 1* 1* 1^ *i* 1* '1* *t* 1* 1* 'V *•* *J* *!* 'I* 'I* ^* *!* T* 'P 1* I ' 'J* *!* '1* 'T* 'T^ 'i* 
Returns the error function 
erf(x) = 2*(int_0'^x e^{-t^2} dt)/sqrt(pi) 
C.A. Bertulani May/15/2000 
Number erff(Number x) 
Number gammp(Number a, Number x); 
return x < 0.0 ? -gammp(0.5,x*x): gammp(0.5,x*x); 
} 
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Returns the complementary error function 
erfc(x) = 1 - erf(x) 
= 2*(int_x^infmity e^{-t^2} dt)/sqrt(pi). 
C.A. Bertulani May/15/2000 
J|C 5|C #J* 5jC 5|C ?|C 5|C f^ JJC 3 ^ 5j* 3|C >|C 5|C ?|C ? p ?JC J|C 5 p 5jC 5|C 3J* ?JC ?J? ?|? ^C 3jC #|H ? |5 J | » 5|C >|C J |^ JJC 3 | * 3 | S ^ J p ?jC *|* 5|C 3 |* 3|? J|C 5|? 5|* 3 |* ?|* *|C 3J? ?|C ?jC 5|^ Jf* *|H 5J* 5JH 3|C J | » J p 5J* 
Number erffc(Number x) 
Number gammp(Number a, Number x); 
Number gammq(Number a, Number x); 
return x < 0.0 ? 1.0+gammp(0.5,x*x): gammq(0.5,x*x); 
Returns the imcomplete gamma function 
P(a,x) = (int_0^x e^{-t} t^{a-l} dt)/Gamma(a), (a > 0). 
C.A. Bertulani May/15/2000 
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Number gammp(Number a, Number x) 
{ 
void gcf(Number *gammcf, Number a, Number x, Number *gln); 
void gser(Number *gamser, Number a, Number x, Number *gln); 
Number gamser,gammcf,gln; 
if (x < 0.0 II a <= 0.0) ce r r« "Invalid arguments in routine gammp"; 
if(x<(a+1.0)){ 
gser(&gamser,a,x,&gln); 
return gamser; 
} else {/* Use the continued fraction representation */ 
gcf(&gammcf,a,x,&gln); /* and take its complement. */ 
return 1.0-gammcf; 
/ «l^ ^ *i^ ^ t ' *1> ^1* *i^ *1^ ^ ^ *S^ ^U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '^ *S^ ^l* *S^ ^ ^ l ' ^ *^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^U *i^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^if ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^If ^1^ ^If ^w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^* ^* *^ ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ #^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *y» ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r^ ^ *^ ^Jt ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^% ^ » *J* ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *^ ^ ^ ^ * rl* r ^ *J* ^J* ^ #J^ ^ *l* *l* *J^ 
Returns the imcomplete gamma function 
Q(a,x)=l-P(a,x) 
= (int_x^infmity e^{-t} t^{a-l} dt)/Gamma(a), (a > 0). 
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C.A. Bertulani May/15/2000 
*^ *jC 5jC *|C *|C ^C I ^ 5|C *|C 5^ *jC *|C - ^ 5|C 5|C *^ #^ *Js ^1^ T * 'J^ ^^ ' P f^* •(* *!* T * •J^ '(^ 'T^ •!* *j^ 'J* ^^ 'i^ • j ^ 'l^ 'i^ T* 'I* •i^ ' j ^ 'l^ •T^ 'jN 'l^ *|^ ' j * 'iS T ^ *I^ '1^ T^ T^ T * ' I ^ 'IS T^ ' p T* 'I* 
Number gammq(Number a, Number x) 
{ 
void gcf(Number *gammcf, Number a, Number x, Number *gln); 
void gser(Number *gamser, Number a, Number x, Number *gln); 
Number gamser,gammcf,gln; 
if (x < 0.0 II a <= 0.0) c e r r « "Invalid arguments in routine gammq"; 
if (x < (a+1.0)) {/* Use the series representation */ 
gser(&gamser,a,x,&gln); 
return 1.0-gamser; /* and take its complement. */ 
} else {/* Use the continued fraction representation. */ 
gcf(&gammcf,a,x,&gln); 
return gammcf; 
} 
} 
/
*!* ^ U ^ ^ ^ U ^ U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U ^ U ^ U « ^ ^ ^ ^ U ^ U ^ ^ ^ U %S^ %iA ^ U ^ l ^ %^ ^ U « 1 * ^ 1 * ^ « ^ %i* ^ ^ « l# ^ ^ l ^ HS^ « I « «!« ^ ^ «1# « t « ^ t * 4 t# «1« ^ 1 ^ ml* ^ t * * t^ «1# «1# ^ l# *f^ ^ t# «J^ mS* «!# ^ 1 ^ * t^ 
Returns the imcomplete gamma function P(a,x) evaluated by its series 
representation as gamser. 
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Also returns ln(Gamma(a)) as gin. 
C.A. Bertulani May/15/2000 
#define UMAX 100 
#defmeEPS3.0e-7 
void gser(Number *gamser, Number a, Number x, Number *gln) 
Number gamma_ln(Number xx); 
intn; 
Number sum,del,ap; 
* gln=gamma_ln(a); 
if(x<-0.0){ 
if (x < 0.0) cerr « "x less than 0 in routine gser"; 
*gamser=0.0; 
return; 
} else { 
ap=a; 
del=sum=1.0/a; 
for(n=l;n<=ITMAX;n++) { 
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++ap; 
del *= x/ap; 
sum += del; 
if (fabs(del) < fabs(sum)*EPS) { 
*gamser=sum*exp(-x+a*log(x)-(*gln)); 
return; 
} 
} 
cerr « "a too large, ITMAX too small in routine gser"; 
return; 
} 
} 
#undef ITMAX 
#undefEPS 
Returns the imcomplete gamma function Q(a,x) evaluated by its 
continued fraction representation as gammcf 
Also returns ln(Gamma(a)) as gin. 
C.A.Bertulani May/15/2000 
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^ ^ ^ ^Ic ^Ic die stf ^ ^1^ sk sfc ^tc sff ^ ^(f sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic sic dk sic sic sic sic sic s)c sic sl^ sic dt£ sic ^c ^c sic sif sic ^ ^If sic sic sic sic sl^ sic sic sic sic 
#defme ITMAX 100 /* Maximum allowed number of iterations. */ 
#defme EPS 3.0e-7 /* Relative accuracy */ 
#defme FPMIN l.Oe-30 /* Number near the smallest representable */ 
/* floating point number. */ 
void gcf(Number *gammcf, Number a, Number x, Number *gln) 
Number gamma_ln(Number xx); 
int i; 
Number an,b,c,d,del,h; 
* gln=gamma_ln(a); 
b=x+l .0-a; /* etup fr evaluating continued fracion by modified 
Lent'z */ 
c=1.0/FPMIN; /* method with b_0 = 0. */ 
d=1.0/b; 
h=d; 
for (i=l;i<-ITMAX;i++) {/* Iterate to convergence. */ 
an = -i*(i-a); 
b += 2.0; 
d=an*d+b; 
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if (fabs(d) < FPMIN) d=FPMlN; 
c=b+an/c; 
if (fabs(c) < FPMIN) c=FPMIN; 
d=1.0/d; 
del=d*c; 
h *- del; 
if(fabs(del-1.0)< EPS) break; 
} 
if (i > ITMAX) cerr « "a too large, ITMAX too small in gcf; 
*gammcf^exp(-x+a*log(x)-(*gln))*h; /* Put factors in front. */ 
} 
#undef ITMAX 
#undefEPS 
#undef FPMIN 
/ ' K T^ ^T n^ M" ' I * 't* ' I * t * Vr T^ n^ n^ ^r n* 'F *!* • i ^ ^ i * 'T* 'P 't^ ' l ^ ^ i * t * '1^ ' I * ' l ^ ' i * n^ 't^ 'P 'P ' I * ' l * *t^ 'P ^^ ^^ 't^ ' i * 'P ' I * 'P ' I * 't* 'P 'P 'P 'P ^P ^^ 'P 'P ^ 'P 'P 'P 'P 'P 'P 
^ ^ J^c ^iz ^k iJf ^ 
Returns the value of ln[Gamma(xx)] for xx > 0 
>!: * * * * * * / 
Number gamma_ln(Number xx) 
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Number x,y,tmp,ser; 
static Number cofI6]={76.18009172947146,-86.50532032941677, 
24.01409824083091,-1.231739572450155, 
0.1208650973866179e-2,-0.5395239384953e-5}; 
intj; 
y=x=xx; 
tmp=x+5.5; 
tmp -= (x+0.5)*log(tmp); 
ser=l.000000000190015; 
for G=0;j<=5;j++) ser += cof|j]/++y; 
return -tmp+log(2.5066282746310005*ser/x); 
/ ^^ 'P ^^ ^ "i^  't^ *t* 't^ ^r ' I ' ' 1 ' 't* ' P ^ ^^ 'P ' P 'P ' P ^^ ^^ ^^ 'P 'P 'P n^ T^ ^^ 'P 'P 'P ' P ' P 'P ' p ' P 'P ' P ' P ' P "P *P ' P ' P ' P ' P ' P 'P ' P *¥* ' P ' P ' p 'IT T^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^r ^P ^^ 
/^Program written by Niraj Nand using the error function written by C. A 
Bertulani 
in Normal distribution*/ 
//#defme PI 3.141592654 
# define v 0.19947114020071633897 //l/(2sqrt(2*PI)) 
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# define x 0.15915494309189533577 // 1/(2*PI) 
# define z 100 //(refine to 5 dp ) 
// g is the distance and s is intial value xO 
# define g 13 
# defines.00001 
# define w 2 // Number of stages 
Recursive 
fijnction receives the parameter k and dk,yk to calculate f. 
double RootVal(int k, double d, double y); // calculates the value of the 
minimal elements 
double Minimum(double vail,double val2){if(vall<=val2) {return 
vall;}else{ return 
val2;}}// returns minimum of 2 numbers 
double fun(int,int,doubIe ,int,int ,bool); 
// 
const double inc = 0.001; //PRECISION AMMOUNT 
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const double inc2 = 0.00001; //PRECISION AMMOUNT 
const double prec = 1/inc; 
const int stages = 8; 
const int points = 1000 ; //Keep this to be 1/inc 
const int factor =4; 
//When passing parameter to function . n = your value divid by inc to make it 
precise. 
// eg. function(3,l) will be passed as function(3,1000) 
int ylimits[10];//stores the 3dp values for refining 
double minkf2[stages][g*points*z+l];//stores minimum f to 6dp 
double dk2[stages][g*points*z+l];//stores minimum d for the 6dp 
calculations 
void main() 
//initialize minkf 
cout«"Initializing points ...."«endl; 
for (int i=0; i < stages;i++) 
for(intj=0;j<(g*points+l);j++) 
minkf2[i][j]=-9999; 
for (int k=0; k < stages;k++) 
for(int l=0;l<g*points*z+l;l++) 
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minkf2[k][l]=-9999; 
cout«"Initialiation 
complete"«endl«endl«"Calculating...."«endl«endl; 
double f=fun(w,g*points,inc ,0,g*points ,true);//f= 
printf("\nf(w,g): %.10f\n" ,f); 
float d6,d5,d4,d3,d2,dl, y6,y5,y4,y3,y2,yl; 
int temp; 
//backward calculation for the 3dp results 
d6 = g; 
y6 = dk2[6][g*points]; 
d5=d6-y6; 
temp = d5*points; 
y5=dk2[5][temp]; 
d4=d5-y5; 
temp = d4*points; 
y4=dk2[4][temp]; 
d3=d4-y4; 
temp = d3* points; 
y3=dk2[3][temp]; 
d2=d3-y3; 
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temp = d2*points; 
y2=dk2[2][temp]; 
dl=d2-y2; 
yl=dl; 
printf("\nd6: %f y6: %f',d6,y6); 
printf("\nd5: %f y5: %f',d5,y5); 
prmtf("\nd4: %fy4: %f',d4,y4); 
printf("\nd3: %f y3: %f',d3,y3); 
printf("\nd2: %f y2: %f',d2,y2); 
printf("\ndl: %f yl: %f',dl,yl); 
//setup the limits for the 6dp calculations 
temp = y6*points*z; 
ylimits[6] = temp; 
temp = y5*points*z; 
ylimits[5] = temp; 
temp = y4*points*z; 
ylimits[4] = temp; 
temp = y3*points*z; 
ylimits[3] = temp; 
temp = y2*points*z; 
ylimits[2] = temp; 
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temp = yl*points*z; 
ylimits[l] = temp; 
printf("\n\nRefming...\n"); 
f=fun(w,g*z*points,inc2 ,ylimits[w]- factor*z,ylimits[w]+ factor*z ,false);// 
printf("\n\nAccurate values derved after refming\n"); 
printf("\nf(w,g): %.10f \n" ,f); 
//Backward calucation for the 6 dp 
d6=g; 
y6 == dk2[6][g*points*z]; 
d5=d6-y6; 
temp = d5*points*z; 
y5=dk2[5][temp]; 
d4=d5-y5; 
temp = d4* points *z; 
y4=dk2[4][temp]; 
d3-d4-y4; 
temp = d3*points*z; 
y3=dk2[3][temp]; 
d2=d3-y3; 
temp = d2*points*z; 
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y2=dk2[2][temp]; 
dl=d2-y2; 
yl=cll; 
printf("\nd6: %f y6: %f',d6,y6); 
printf("\nd5: %fy5: %f',d5,y5); 
prmtf("\nd4: %f y4: %f,d4,y4); 
printf("\nd3: %f y3: %f',d3,y3); 
printf("\nd2: %fy2: %f',d2,y2); 
printf("\ndl: %f yl: %r,dl,yl); 
getch(); 
} //end main 
double RootVal(int k, double d, double y)//calculate the root value of the 
current distribution 
{ 
double rtval; 
double calc; 
//calc=v*(d-y-s)*exp(-l*pow((d-y-s),2)/2)*geterf((d-s)/sqrt(2))-v*(d-
s)*exp(-l*pow((d-s),2)/2)*geterf((d-s)/sqrt(2))-v*(d-y-s)*exp(-l*pow((d-y-
s),2)/2)*geterf((d-y-s)/sqrt(2)) + v*(d-s)*exp(-l *pow((d-s),2)/2)*geterf((d-y-
s)/sqrt(2)) + w * pow((geterf((d-s)/sqrt(2))- geterf((d-y-s)/sqrt(2))),2) - x* 
pow((exp(-l*pow((d-y-s),2)/2)-exp(-l*pow((d-s),2)/2)),2); 
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calc=((-l*0.5*exp(2)*(geterf((2-log(d+s))/sqrt(2))-geterf((2-log(d-
y+s))/sqrt(2))))*(0.5*(geterf((log(d+s))/sqrt(2))-geterf((log(d-
y+s))/sqrt(2))))-pow((0.5*exp(0.5)*(geterf((l-log(d+s))/sqrt(2))-geterf((l-
Iog(d-y+s))/sqrt(2)))),2)); 
if(calc<0) 
{ 
// cout«"\nError: Negative Root\n"; 
//rtval = -l ; 
} 
else 
{ 
calc = sqrt(calc); 
} 
rtval = calc; 
return rtval; 
} 
// 
double flin(int k,int n,double incf,int minYk,int maxYk,bool isFirstRun)//this 
functions performs the same actions as "function". 
//it only defers in terms of the iterations of the for loop. 
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assert (k>=l); //Abort if k is negative 
double dblRetVal; 
double d =n*incf; //d value for the function 
double y; 
double min; 
double val; 
double miny; 
int col; 
if(k==l)//base case 
{ 
y - d ; 
dblRetVal = RootVal(k,d,y); 
} 
else 
{ 
for(int i=minYk;i<=maxYk;i++)//iterate over the interval allowed to 
calculate the 6dp results. 
{ 
y = i*incf;//this sets to precission of y to 6dp 
double root; 
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root = RootVal(k,d,y); //calculate the root. 
if(root != -1) //if root is valid 
{ 
col =n-i;//get the current d value 
if(minkf2[k-l] [col] ==-9999) {//check if the result has been previously 
calculated 
if(isFirstRun){ 
val = root+ fun((k-l),col,incf,0,col,true);//if not, calculate the result 
else{ 
val = root+ fun((k-l),col,incf,ylimits[k-l]-
factor*z,ylimits[k-l]+ factor*z,false);//if not, calculate the result 
} 
} 
else 
val = root+ minkfZ[k-1] [col] ;//if result exists, use it for calculations 
} 
if(i==minYk) 
{ 
min =val;//base case 
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else 
{ 
min = Minimum(min,val);//get the minimum if the result and the current 
mininmum 
} 
if(min == val){miny=y;}//get the position of the current minimum 
}//end for 
dblRetVal = min; 
}//end else 
//store the f and the d value of the minimum calculated. 
col = n; 
minkf2[k][col] = dblRetVal; 
dk2[k][col]=miny; 
return dblRetVal; 
}//end function 
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